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Multimedia is a hot topic in Hong Kong. People in both 
commercial and home sectors are using practical applications of the 
technology and this represents a potential business opportuni ty for 
vendors. 
This project aims to research on the current situation of the 
local multimedia supplier market with focus on the customer demand and 
application, problems encountered and corresponding business 
strategies. 
Through interviews with 9 local multimedia vendors, information 
on how they perceive the market, how they position themselves, what 
strategies they have taken, and what problems they have encountered are 
explored. ' On analyzing the interview result, it is found that the 
market can be divided into 2 main customer segments, the corporate 
market and the home edu-tainment market. The env'ironment in Hong Kong 
also contributes much to the shaping of local multimedia market. The 
writers conclude that potential of the local multimedia market is 
encouraging although with some problems. , Market application is the 
) . . l.ncreaSl.ng deployment of the technology in sales and marketing as well 
. as home entertp.inment, on top of the current major application in the 
education field. Vendors need to take irito account the characteristics 
of the local market, such as the need for Chinese language software, in 
the formulation of business strategies and to tackle problems 
encountered. 
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The term "Multimedia" is .definedas "a method of designing and 
integrating computer technologies on a single platform that enables the 
end-user to:' input, create, manipulate and output text, graphiqs, audio 
and video, . utilizing a single user interface" [13]. Taken from the 
Datapro Research Group [11] , the definition of multimedia applications 
is an application need only to incorporate two or more of the 
following: still or animated graphics, still or motion video, audio, or 
text and numerical data to qualify as being a "Multimedia" application. 
"Multimedia" is currently the hottest topic in town and around 
the developed countries in the world. For the past two years multimedia 
has been touted as the next big thing. The marriage of audio and video 
results in a new way of working, creating, presenting and viewing data. 
With the deyelopment of powerful processor to digitize a video signal 
and then play it back at acceptable speed, the local-bus video 
technology providing the throughput to pump vast amounts of video data 
to the display, enabling high resolution, colourfilled screens, and 
full-motion video, the sound support in Microsoft's Windows ver 3.1, . 
and the development of todays' sound boards, the technology for 
successful application of multimedia is in place. 
On top of this, the historic alliance of IBM and Apple in early 
. e 
October 1991 to jointly develop the Power PC has expedited the further 
development in new multimedia technologie$ and products. 
Commercial Multimedia Applications 
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Multimedia presents a totally ' new and interactive way for 
communications and presentations. with multimedia, communication and 
presentation become mo7e lively, three dimensioned, dynamic, and more 
easily absorbed, while distances and time differences are eradicated. 
Moreover, training in multimedia augments the information retention, 
increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of training, while the 
location and pace of training will not be limited by classroom and 
other tr~irier/trainees. 
In any organization, the sales force and customer service 
personnel are constantly receiving new product announcements and 
product information. These new information, and the volume, may be 
difficult for the relevant personnel to absorb and assimilated for 
later marketing efforts. Time are also spent on the training of these 
staff. On the other hand, the current means of product presentation are 
mainly one-way and static, e. g. publications" posters, sales talk, 
which does not stimulate customers' interest. 
Home Multimedia Applications 
At the home front, multimedia brings fun into learning, with the 
added benefit of interactive ' group learning. As multimedia integrates 
a set of capabilities comprising some mixture of visual formats that 
could be integrat~d into an intelligent display station and the display 
station can be a PC, workstation, or even' a digital television, coupled 
with the swelling numbers "of educational CD-ROM titles on offer, it 
brings a new dimension into home learning. 
) 
with such possibilities and potential, it is very fascinating to 
investigate the multimedia market in Hong Kong. Moreover, with the 19-93 
market survey by Chau and Wong [7] which conducted a survey on the 
corporate side of the multimedia market in Hong Kong, it is decided to 
supplement the 1993 survey, which described the multimedia market 
demand from the corporate perspective, a more detailed study ' of the 
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Hong Kong market from the supply side. 
Research Objectives 
This report aims to research on the local multimedia picture from 
the suppliers' point of view. This point of view is chosen as the 1993 
market survey b~ Chau and Wong [7] already depicted the demand side, 
albeit the corporate customers only. The research endeavour to find out 
1. What""is the customer demand and applications? 
2. What problems exist? 
3. Any local characteristics? 
4. What strategy should the supply sid~ take facing the local demand 
picture and characteristics? -
Th~s report attempts to respond to the above questions through 
literature review and interviews with local multimedia vendors. 
Structure of The Report 
This report ' will be structured into two parts, the first part 
consisted of chapters II, ·III and IV and the second part made up of 
chapters V, VI and VII. 
) The first part will present the research basis, framework and 
results - Chapter II presented the literature review on the general 
market situation and current development of the multimedia market 
locally and globally so as to lay down the discussion framework, 
followed by chapter III which put forward the methodology on which the 
research , is based on. Chapter IV summarized the resul ts of ' the 
multimedia vendor interviews. 
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In the second part of this reporti an analysis on the research 
results, limitations in the research and conclusion drawn is presented 
in chapters V, VI and VII respectively. Limitations in this research 




Existing ~esearch Results in Hong Kong 
Our ,~iterature review indicates that there are extremely 'rare 
published research reports on the Hong Kong multimedia market. Jorna 
Ip (CUHK:1993) surveyed the application of multimedia in the production 
information management [20]. Chau and Wong (CUHK:1993) conducted a 
mailed survey on the general multimedia market from a customer 
perspective [7]. Chau and Wong' s effort in exploring the market 
situation in , Hong Kong serves as a good reference for our current 
research. To this end, their key _study result are extracted in the 
following: 
a. Application areas of multimedia 
Around two third of respondents found multimedia applicable in 
their organization. Among them, about one third are currently 
using , or . plan to use multimedia. About 70% of existing 
multimedia users implemented systems within past 2 years. 
Current hottest application areas were in training (like 
seminar/classroom training, reference library, self-paced 
) 
instruction) and sales/marketing (like presentation, image 
promotion, sales/information kiosk). Respondents perceived that 
sales/marketing application will be the highest potential and 
fastest growing areas. 
{ 
b. System set up 
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The most popular multimedia platform is PC running with Microsoft 
Windows. 
c. Advantages or benefit perceived 
~nanimously agreed that deeper user impression and ease to use 
were of most significant. Other benefits like shortening staff 
learning . cycle, increasing work productivity, richer context and 
interactive involvement also earned the agreement from two third 
of the response. 
d. Barriers in project implementation 
Most significant ones are the investment cost, lack of common 
multimedia standards, high demand on user's skill (e.g. technical 
skill for in-house develop~ent~ c~~ativity to fully utilize the 
,capability of multimedia in application like presentation), 
. inadequacy' of software and t .echnical support from vendor. 
e. View on Hong Kong market 
Although at its infant stage, to most users, the market is 
promising in the future. 
Nothing has been done from the suppliers' perspective. However, 
this is an important point as the suppliers' is one of the driving 
forces behind the shaping of a emerging market. 
In this study, multimedia literature was mainly identified by 
searching CD-ROM databases, like ~~I and Computer Select. Multimedia 
is a hot topic in recent years, 
description, application and 
yet lots · of papers focu~ on product 
technical aspects of multimedia. 
Information on the market and vendor side are scare on one hand and 
concentrate on those " maj or players, ' like IBM, Apple Computer and 
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Microsoft Corp. on the other hand. 'Data specific to the Hong Kong 
market and local vendors are even less. Nevertheless, gathering and 
organizing these scattered information allow us to glimpse some of 
their business strategies and view on the market. 
The present literature review serves to gather background 
information regarding multimedia and pave the way for our current 
research' on the Hong Kong market - from vendors' perspective. In the 
forthcoming sections, we will focus our scope on the world wide 
mul timedia "'playground: 
who are the major vendors? 
how multimedia is defined and viewed by them? 
what are the applications of multimedia? 
what are the benefits to customers? 
what are customers' demand? 
how is the technological . development progressing? 
what is the market situation? 
what are the visions or perceived roles of these major players? 
what are their positioning? 
do they encounter any problems in the business? 
what are their business strategies? 
followed by the market situation in Hong Kong. 
World Market Vendors 
) 
I 
There are many large and active vendors in the world market and 
most of them are also famous players in the computer and consumer 
electronics industry. Due to their abundance, it is not possible nor 
the authors' intention, to go , through each of them in details. Yet, 
for the sake of understanding ~he global situation as described in 
coming sections, we herein introduce several major players who are 
frequently mentioned in multimedia literature and have' significant 
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contribution, influence and achievement in the market. 
~pple Computer and IBM have devoted splendid efforts to drive 
multimedia into rea,lity. Since the introduction of first Mac 
(Macintosh) by Apple Computer in 1984, early Mac was already capable of 
recording and playing back audio and thus adds the sound element to the 
human and computer interaction, on top of the textual and graphics 
, interface. Apple Computer spec'ifically set up a Multimedia Laboratory 
which worked with other developers to establish standard driver and 
operating system foundation to support real-time video editing. 
IBM embarked on the multimedia missionary in 1983 when she 
started the development of InfoWindow Touch Display systeml • Her 
dedication in multimedia development was manifested by the setting up 
a Multimedia and Education Division and subsequent launching a bundle 
of hardware add-on and software products in late 1980s that turned PC 
- into full fledged multimedia computer. 
Apple Computer and IBM are surely not lonely players in the world 
wide multimedia market. Other key world class vendors include 
Commodore, ' Microsoft, Intel, Philips, Sony, Creative Technologies, to 
name a few. 
Unlike Apple Computer and IBM, Commodore secured her foothold by 
, 
converting her Amiga series into a complete multimedia development 
platform with outstanding price to performance ratio. Microsoft who 
has been dominating the PC software- industry saw the business 
opportunity and actively involved in the multimedia market by setting 
up her . Multimedia Division in 1989 and leading ' the Multimedia - PC 
Marketing Council. 2 Intel contributed in . the multimedia development by 
I InfoWindow Touch 'Display was IBM's original multimedia platform. It composes of a videodisc player and touchscreen 
. monitor that embeds all multimedia hardware. 
2 Multimedia PC Market,ing Council was set up in October 1991 with 12 members initially : Its purpose is to define a common 
platform - MPC (Multimedia PC), for multimedia software development. By 1993, the number of members went up to more than ~7. 
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its powerful semiconductor chips and putting DVI (Digital Video 
Interactive) . technology into real application. 3 Philips and Sony 
entered into the market by launching their CD-I (Compact Disc 
Interactive) 4 in 1991. Creative Technologies is versed in this 
playground by her flagship product, Sound Blaster audio board series. 
Definition of Multimedia 
As mentioned in the introduction section of this paper, layman 
interpreted the term "Mul timedia" differently. The same holds true 
among the circle of multimedia vendors and the following extracts view 
points from the four gangs of world class players: [5] [34] . 
a. Apple Computer 
The market leader in desktop publishing, she calls multimedia 
"desktop media" and regards it as the next logical step, adding 
high-quality sound, live-action video and animation to her 
desktop development platform. 
b. IBM and Intel 
The influential partnership in the PC market, they christens 
multimedia "mixed media". They consider that multimedia begins 
with authoring software and PC controlled programmable video disk 
players and moves towards a future of full-screen, full-motion 
digital video in PC itself by using the DVI technology. 
c . Commodore 
3 DVI is a video compression technique that Intel acquired from General Electric in 1988. It represents a breakthrough in 
desktop video by enabling the playback of an hour full-motion, full screen video from a CD-ROM. 
4 CD-I is an international standard set up in 1986 for interactive multimedia. It allows the interleaving of sound, graphics, text 
and video on a CD and their playing back on a TV without using a computer. 
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with extensive experience on integrating graphics and video into 
their traditional computer products, she considers that 
~ultimedia should exist in a graphically potent, video-compatible 
machine and bac,ked up with easily understood authoring system. 
d. -Sony and ,Philips 
Both with large market share in the consumer electronics market, 
they view multimedia as the convergence ,of consumer electronics, 
communication and computer. It represents the certainty of 
selling optical disks and the possibility of creating a new 
market with their CD-I. 
The situation is just like the technological version of the tale 
of blind and the elephant. Each of the blind gives a different 
description of the animal at hand, based on the feature he can feel . 
. Naturally, each vendor inclines to emphasize their own strength and 
therefore define multimedia in terms of what their . own systems do best. 
Although wordings differ among vendors, common understanding is to 
integrate multiple communication media into a single box. 
Applications 
Multimedia is a means to enhance human communication and it is 
applicable to various aspec~s of business and personal life. 
applications include: 
Common 
training, education and learning: computer and self-paced 
training, reference library, interactive help, simulation 
kiosks: presentation, demonstration of product and company 
ihformation 
business desktop: desktop video conferencing, video mail, 
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document imaging, collaborat'ive work with multi-parties like 
joint document editing 
home entertainment: video games, interactive TV 
industrial: audio visual production and editing, design work, 
production and management 
embedded in other kinds of application to make them more 
intelligent or feature-rich 
Regarding the ranking of popularity in deploying multimedia in 
applications, it differs across countries. Sales in US favours 
education and training most, followed by kiosks. In Europe, kiosks and 
business desktop lead by a wide margin, followed by industrial, 
education and training. While in Japan, the biggest area is in home 
entertainment and kiosks. The discrepancy over geography is attributed 
to cuI tural difference and local characteristics. For instance, US 
education system is much more oriented toward self-paced learning than 
Europe and thus PC and multimedia based training gains more acceptance 
in US [36]. 
Benefits to Customers 
The key promise of multimedia is the seamless integration of all 
media types into a single box. The inclusion of audio, picture and 
video into the machine interface enables more convincing and 
')fascinating mode of communicati.on. "A picture worth a thousand words ", 
. software now l?ecomes much easier to use and thus open up many new 
applications even for people who are <not familiar with computers. 
Coupled with the interactive nature of multimedia, information can now 
be delivered ' in the most naturally expressive and impressive way . 
Moreover, proper use of mul timedia can bring in opportunity and 
increase in productivity. 
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Customer Demand 
Although multimedia exists for years, it draws much public 
attention only a few years ago. The take of f was marked by the 
announcement of the first MPC standard in 1991 which triggered vendors 
to dev~l'op many , compa.tible mul timedia products for the market. Keen 
competition drove the hardware price down sharply in past two years. 
The emergence of many fascinating software products also contribute to 
the increasing acceptance of multimedia. One milestone in the 
mul timedia "history is the winning of the Best of Show award by Action 
Media lIs in COMDEX in October 1991 that stirred up industrial attention 
on the practical deployment of multimedia. 
In general, customers are appealed by the fascinating nature of 
multimedia but many take caut10us steps in actual implementation: they 
add mul timedia in piecemeal, by ' upgrading their computer platform 
through hardware and software , add-on, experiencing benefits before 
taking next step: According to experience from some vendors, although 
some people buy multimedia products, many more are uncertain about what 
multimedia can bring to them. Nevertheless, customer acceptance on 
multimedia is increasing [23] [33] . 
Technologica~ Development 
US is clearly the leader in the development of multimedia in the 
globe. Most of key technological components for multimedia come from 
US - from standards, hardware, software tools and authoring systems to 
applications. Today, more of tools and applications are emerging from 
other geographies as well [36]. 
There are several characteristics , in the field of mul timedia 
S Action Media 11 is a multimedia product jointly developed by IBM and Intel. It is the first PC product to support high quality" 
_ full motion NTSC video at 30 frame per second and allow the storing of video image and digital sound into the hard disk oran ordinary 
Netware file server (rather than on the slow speed ,CD-ROM). ' 
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development: 
a. The pace of development is very fast 
Within last few years, advancement are leaping forward: Intel 
processor ,unit upgraded from 386 to 486 and then to the state-of-
art pentium chips; CD-ROM driver speed moved swiftly from single 
speed to double and then treble; 8-bit audio boards are 
superseded by CD~quality 16 bit boards; desktop video has turned 
from the previously jerking, low scan rate, stamp size display to 
real-time, full-motion, full-screen, high quality display; 
software authoring tools changed from low capability yet 
requiring high programming skills to powerful but simple to use. 
b. Product life cycle is very short 
Typical life time ranges ' from a few months (e.g. entertainment 
CD-ROM ti~les) to around one year (e.g. add-on board or authoring 
tools) . 
c. Lots of incompatible standards exist 
Even with the presence of MPC standard, there are still lots of 
incompatibility on the hardware platform and software int·erface. 
For CPU, we have Mac from Apple Computer, PC variants from IBM 
and compatible vendors. CD formats , also vary: other than the 
well-known CD-Digital Audio (for music CDs) and CD-ROM standard, 
others li~e CD-I and CD-ROM XA6 exist. There are also many types 
of image compression standards, e.g. DVI 7 , JPEG8 , MPEG9 , Px64~o. 
6 CD-ROM XA is a fonnat proposed by Sony and Microsoft with the objective to bridge the incompatibility gap between CD-
ROM and CD-I. 
7 DVI is an asymmetrical compression technique achieving an average ratio over 1: 100 and is widely employed in IBM and 
Intel products. . 
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Worser situation occurs in the sound case: there is as yet no 
international agreed standard on the 16-bit format for multimedia 
~pplication although Sound Blaster Pro standard from Creative 
Technologies appear to be the de facto industrial standard due to 
her significant share in the market. Some analysts forecast that 
' MIDI (Music~l Instrument Digital Interface) 11 has the potential to 
become the industry-wide standard [32]. 
On the software side, incompatibility arises due to difference in 
the underlying operating system or application program interface, 
e.g. Apple Computer uses QuickTime, IBM uses Multimedia 
Presentation Manager and Microsoft uses Microsoft Windows. 
d. The pace of communication network development and implementation 
does not cope with demand from multimedia 
Multimedia data is bandwidth hungry. Existing LAN design cannot 
cope with the transmission of lengthy multimedia data [9] [10] . 
On the other hand, the telecommunication network is required to 
be digitalized before she can handle multimedia data. Yet, even 
the N-ISDN {Narrow Band Integrated Digital Switching Network)12 
can only support less stringent multimedia networked application 
like video mail. For more demanding ones like real time video 
transmission or high quality desktop conferencing, installing 
dedicated fibre network or resolution to the B-ISDN (Broad Band 
) 8 JPEG is created by the Joint Photographic Experts Group. The technique was initially desired for still image and enable 
symmetrical image compression at rate approximately 1 :30. One major multimedia player adopting this technique is Apple Computer. 
9 MFEG is created by the Motion Picture Expert Group. The technique was designed for motion pictures but it also cater for 
audio signal. . It is an asymmetrical compression techniques achieving a compression ratio of around 1: 120. PhiIips has already adopted 
it in her CD-I and more vendors are going towards this technique. 
III Px64 is a standard, recommended by the international organization; CCITT (Consultative Committee of Telephone and 
Telegraphy) and achieves a compression ratio of approximately 1 :300. Though the image quality is inferior to DVI, JPEG or MPEG ,its 
positioning as an Internationally agreed standard and high compression ratio makes it attractive in networked multimedia applications. 
11 MIDI is a standard in the digital music industry. 
12 N-ISDNis a netWork infrastructure that allows the transmission of integrated infonnation in digital fonnat with bit rate up 
to 1.5 M bps (US and Hong Kong 'cases) or 2 M bps (European countries), 
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Integrated Service Digital Network) 13 are the plausible solutions 
[24]. 'The world-wide development of communication network does 
n?t catch , up the ,multimedia pace. Taking US as example, B-ISDN 
is only at tria~ implementation stage, N-ISDN are using but can 
cover limited areas, some part of the country has still not yet 
been digitalized. Thus, large geography in us is still not yet 
well-equipped for transmitting multimedia data. Due to the huge 
capital required to upgrade the network infrastructure, the 
network evolution is unavoidably a slow process. 
Market Situation 
Today, US is far and away the leader in the multimedia 'adoption. 
She is followed by Europe and then Far East Asia. In view the bigger 
population size (350 million in Europe versus 250 million in US) and 
that European Community is moving hard towards the great unity, Europe 
has, the potential to emerge as a stronger mul timedia market once its 
rate of adoption has caught up. In the Far East, Japan is clearly the 
leader and is followed by the second tier which includes Korea, Taiwan 
and Hong Kong [36]. With its enormous 1.1 billion population and a 
blooming economy, China represents anun~apped treasury for multimedia 
introduction. 
In the ' existing literature finding, there is no uniform way to 
segment the market of multimedia technologies and its related 
applications. One market r 'esearch firm, Inteco Corp divided it into 6 
}?,arts, according to related applications ': business desktop, kiosks, 
training, industrial, education/learning and home market [36] . 
Technology Futures addressed on the video communication subset and 
divided it into three segments: high-end videoconferencing, desktop 
video and home video markets [26]. Anoth.er author segmented on the 
, . , 
home market into 3 categories according to price level: low ~nd, middle 
13 B-ISDN is an extension of the N-ISDN and support much higher bit rate, up to the order of giga bit per second. 
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rung and top end. In the current research, the authors category the 
market into 2 segments only: business and home market. Reasons of not 
further breaking down the business segment are of two folds: there is 
no agreed further refin~ment method as just mentioned and the use of 2 
segments are already sufficient for our subsequent discussion on the 
positioning of majo~ vendors. 
Same as the case of defining multimedia, vendors have different 
view points on the future of the multimedia market. Yet, most vendors 
are holding an optimistic though cautious view, i.e. market is -growing 
slowly, unlike desktop publishing which experienced a sudden upturn in 
its growth curve [23] [44] . Of course, there exists contradicting 
opinion, e.g. Steve Jobs, computer pioneer and founder of NeXT warns 
that multimedia may become the "Artificial Intelligence" of the 1990s -
that is, a new technology without a commercial home [35]. 
In 1991, the number of · multimedia systems installed in US 
business microcomputers was 0.79 million and a market researcher 
forecasted it to grow into 7.5 million in 1995 [13]. A computer 
consulting firm, Information Workstation Group predicted a US$ 17 
billion world market for mult,imedia by 1994 [35]. Other industrial 
estimate that the combined worldwide hardware and software opportunity 
would be well , over US$ 50 billion for the period 1991-1994 [36]. 
Dataquest expected that low-end audio capability would become a 
standard PC feature by 1995 [44]. Her forecast on the world wide CD-
ROM market and document imaging revenue growth which are both fuelled 
by the deployment of multimedia also serve to reflect the market 
potential: 
a.CD-:- ROM Units (thousand) [38] 
1991 1992 1993 1994 '1995 
I 
360 576 979 1763 3173 
b. Document Imaging Revenue (billion US$) [25] 
1991 1992 1993 1994 




Similar optimistic view is found in the total US revenue from 
multimedia desktop systems as published by Ovum Limited [14]: 







Technology Futures also forecasted that the number of desktop 
video units installed in US would be 1 million by 1996, 10 million by 
2000 and ove~ 60 million by 2010 [26]. 
Telecommunications administration are also benefited from the 
mul timedia market. According , to Insigh Research Corp forecast, US 
telecommunications revenue from standalone and networked mul timedia 
applications will grow 14% and 42% respectively during the period 1992 
- 1997. In terms of percentage to the overall revenue, multimedia 
applications will increase from 0.9% in 1992 to 6.1% in 1997 and the 
overall network services market will grow from US$ 13.4 million in 1992 
to US$ 27.6 million in 1997 [15]. 
Microsoft considers that multimedia is still at its infancy and 
predicted that the technology would become mature by end of decade 
[22]. Intel also sees multimedia as developing market, it will become 
a standard for next generation and expect to be a significant part of 
her business by the year 1993 to 1995 [44]. Similar view is held by 
Grassroots Research in San Francisco who predicted that multimedia 
capabilities 'will be a standard feature of 'Computing and, communication 
in business and consumer sectors beyond 2000 [17]. 
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Visions or Perceived Roles of World Players 
Other than striving to maximize company market share and/or 
revenue from the multimedia, some vendors do have some well-known 
visions or perceived roles. For instance, Apple Computer committed in 
her 1991 annual report that multimedia was one out of three technology 
which the comp~ny would pursue in the coming decade. She would like to 
behave ' as a good corporate ' citizen and took. long term position to 
assist and promote multimedia technology. IBM is to help business 
partners to, succeed' and customers to be benefited from the technology 
[44] . 
Positioning 
To survive and be success in the market, proper positioning is 
one of the key ingredient. So far no literature has presented a 
systematic way appropriate to classify vendors' positioning in the 
mul timedia playground. In this regards, the authors use their own 
classification Ylhich is derived from general marketing concept and 
analyzing vendors' business information gathered from the available 
literature. The following five positioning are identified: 
a. Hardware suppliers 
There are two streams of hardware .supplier: 
to develop a multimedia infrastructure or an integrated 
machine. Typical vendors include Apple Computer, Intel and 
IBM. 
to supply multimedia hardware component such as sound and 
video cards,perip~eral equipment and mix-and-match sales 
of computers with multimedia capabilities. Typical 
examples are Creative Technologies and Video Logic. 
b. Software , suppli~rs 
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Again there are two large streams: 
to develop generic software application or authoringtools. 
Typical ~ vendors are IBM, Microsoft and Macromedia. 
to write dedicated programs, mainly for custom project. 
IBM is a representative. 
c. System integrators 
These vendors make use of off-the-shelf hardware and software to 
handle customer proj ect . Sometimes, they need to bridge the 
technology gap by tailoring the hardware or software. Their 
business is on project base, offering total turnkey solutions to 
end customers. 
d. Publishers 
. These are software houses which write CD-ROM titles on many 
multimedia application areas such as tourism, encyclopedia, games 
and other education programs. 
e. Distributors 
They are either wholesale to retailers or have their own retail 
network. 
Relations among the five positioning are: 
hardware vendors produce the engine and supply to distributors 
and integrators. Their interface standard is made known to the 
software suppliers. Disclosure to integrators and publishers is 
alson'ecessary when the software platform on which they write 
their application is not completely hardware transparent and need 
to cater for some hardware interfacing issues. 
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software vendors develop their programs on the appropriate 
hardware platform which ' is selected according to various reasons, 
e .. g. hardware which are of high installed base, market share, 
growth potentia~ or produced by other vendors with good business 
relation or alliance; specific platform as requested by 
influential integrators or end-customers. Produced software are 
then fed to distributors and integrators. Similar to hardware 
case, their interface standard, if applicable, needs to be 
disclosed to the integrators and publishers for necessary 
development. 
developed titles from publishers are also forwarded to 
distributors for sales. 
at the end of the supplier chain, integrators and distributors 
are facing with the end customers. 
Target market varies for each type of vendor's positioning: 
hardware vendors, generic software vendors and distributors target at 
all segments of customers; integrators and vendors supplying specific 
software programs target at business market; publishers mainly target 
at the small office and the home market. 
Integrator~, publishers and distributors seldom come to exposure 
in international publicatiQn : 
deliver applications to end 
Yet, their roles are indispensable to 
customers. In reality, few vendors 
position as pure integrator due to the relatively uncertain demand and 
revenue from custom projects, rather they take up other role like 
distributor as well. In fact, vendor wearing several hats is common 
phenomenon in the market. For instance,! IBM takes up the role of 
hardwar~, software vendor and system integrator. 
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Problems Encountered 
Vendors are · facing many problems in their mul timedia business .. 
, Common problems are elaborated below: 
a. Lacking the required expertise: mul timedia involves audio and 
video · which requires high skills to master the development and 
implementation. Creativ~ty . is another essential ingredient for 
vendor to translate multimedia into real utility. 
b. Diverse hardware and software standards: these lead to product 
incompatibility, duplication of vendors' effort to develop 
mUltiple version of products - one for each platform. 
c. Inadequate CPU processing speed: early CPU is not of sufficient 
horse power to process complicated multimedia data and resulting 
in poor output quality unless expen~ive hardware add-on board is 
·used to £uel the processing. 
d. Localization problem: since each country has her unique 
personality and culture, products from other country cannot fully 
meet local 'customers' demand. 
e. Inadequate customer awareness and acceptance: they account for 
why some customers hesitate to adopt multimedia. 
f. Communication network lagging 
telecommunica tion network is not 
behind: existing LAN 
of sufficient capaci ty 
and 
for 
stringent networked multimedia applications like groupwaring. 
Business Strategies 
A common strategy adopted by multimedia vendors is the formation 
of alliance. Some prominent cases are: 
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a. Microsoft and a group of major " hardware and software vendors 
formed the Multimedia PC Marketing Council. 
b. Philips and Sony jointly developed the CD-I. ' 
c. Microsoft and Sony jointly worked to produce CD-ROM XA. 
d. IBM and Intel jointly ~e~elqped Action Media 11. 
e. Apple Cbmputer and IBM formed aj oint venture called Kaleida14 • 
f. Apple Computer formed independent alliances with Toshiba and 
Sharp. 
Other than the synergy effect, there are other strategic reasons 
for forming alliances in mul timediadevelopment. Microsoft, making use 
her influence in the Multimedia PC Marketing Council, heads to extend 
-her dominant position of the current PC software market to the 
multimedia playground. The formation of Kaleida reflects the firm 
determination of the two computer giants, Apple Computer and IBM, to 
compete the l~ader position with . Microsoft in the multimedia market 
[41] . Apple Computer's alliance with Sharp and Toshiba in 1992 
indicates her ambition to penetrate the lucrative consumer market in 
Japan through the assistance of the two local partners. 
Facing numerous multimedia standards, big players who have their 
own standards, like Apple Computer and Intel, strive to ,grasp and 
persuade as many third party vendors as possible to support their own 
architecture or platform in the hope of winning the battle. Strategies 
in use include the open up of their interface specification, providing 
standard inter~acing routines and tools to tacilitate other vendors' 
14 Kaleida results from the historic marriage of Apple Computer and mM in October 1991 and has mission to develop new 
. . multimedia standard and products. ' . 
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development and providing necessary technical assistance. On the other 
hand, niche players who have no saying in the battle of standards do 
not wait long, they seek to have a early bite on the market by 
incorporating even not-yet-mature or even proprietary standard in their 
products [4]. 
Vendors are sensitive to the rapid technological pace in 
multimedia as well as computer field and react by adopting the latest 
technology to yield a wide range and variety of products~ Software 
development Is moving towards the direction to produce application 
software that are more user friendly, platform independent, of be~ter 
audio and video quality. Vendors are placing more emphasis on -adapting 
software titles' content to the local market and culture. Development 
of powerful authoring tools that allow layman to create custom 
multimedia applications is another way to enhance customer adoption. 
In last two years, deep price cut, especially on the hardware 
side, is a common strategy to maintain vendors' competitiveness in the 
business. Today, all-in-onemultimedia computers, e.g. Apple 
Computer's Centris 660 AV and IBM's PS/2 Ultimedia Model MS7 SLC, are 
available at ~onsumer affordable price. Promotion through roadshows, 
demonstration at site, publication and participating in large 
exhibition like COMDEX, CEBIT, CENIT are generally adopted by vendors 
to increase public awareness on multimedia as well as the company and 
her products. Another strategi.c technique to enhance sales is product 
bundling, e.g. audio board and CD-ROM driver are sold as a multimedia 
upgrade kit or when one buys a CD-ROM driver ', several CD-ROM titles are 
shipped at no additional cost or at great discount rate [16] [33] . 
Multimedia in Hong Kong 
One . local vendor estimated that Hong Kong has been lagging 18-24 
months behind US in the development and adoption of multimedia [3]. 
Yet, multimedia application has been ga'ining popularity in past two 
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years and can be reflected -from the following facts. Large corporate 
including Cathay Pacific Airline and Mass Transit Railway employed 
multimedia in their inte,rnal training and presentation applications. 
The term "Mul timedia" . appears more frequently in local journal and 
seminar. Demonstration or practical deployment are often found in 
presenta~ion and ~xhibition. The general public also have more chance 
to come across with multimedia application in daily life. Some live 
cases include the installation of MCD (Multimedia Customer Directory) 15 
in Harbour City[39] , the use of multimedia presentation techniques in 
the new airport project's TV advertisement and Hong Kong Polytechnic's 
interactive imaging database system which stores more than 44 thousand 
slides [8]. 
Tertiary institution and Hong Kong Productivity Council are 
devoting lots of effort in drivlng the multimedia technology. To name 
an example, the Chinese University of Hong Kong's Computer Science 
Department has created the world's first computer-based Chinese 
multimedia dictionary [37]. Another milestone on the evolution of 
multimedia in Hong Kong is the set up of the HKSMIC (Hong Kong Society 
of Multimedia and Image Computing) in November 1992. The society aims 
to promote and advance the theory and practice of mul timedia and 
intends as a forum for both vendors and users so that they can swap 
ideas and form collaboration. Moreover, it can act as focal point for 
information sharing through the arrangement of workshops, seminars and 
exhibitions [3]. 
15 . 
It is a multimedia infonnation kiosk developed by Hong Kong Pr~ductivity Council. User input the enquiry by means of 
a touch screen display and directory i~fonnation in the shopping arcade is presented in fonn of picture and voice announcement. The first 




As the principal objective of this report is to study the supply 
side of the Hong Kong multimedia market, hence main emphasis and 
resources are placed on the literature ' review and interviews with 
multimedia suppliers in Hong Kong. 
Apart from interviewing the Hong Kong suppliers and literature 
research, the writers have also attended Apple 1993 exposition, CENIT 
94 and some vendors' product launch seminars and demonstrations so as 
to get a bet~er understanding of the technblogy and the local market. 
Moreover, the writers have also spoken to the Hong Kong Society 
of Mul timedia and Image Computing to ascertain the current market 
situation. 
Purpose of Interview 
The interviews are to solicit from . vendors under the five 
classifications answers put forward in Chapter II of Literature Review, 
i.e. their views on the local multimedia market, specifically on local 
multimedia application and customer demand, the development of the 
) 
technology, the current market situation as conceived by them, their 
own company positioning and role in local multimedia development, what 
problems do they encountered, and finally, how their business 
strategies reflect the above. The results collected will be analyzed on 
the 4 . major area which the writers would ' like to look at: local 
customer demand and application, problems encOuntered in multimedia 
market in Hong Kong, and the corresponding strategies adopted , by 
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suppliers. The answers from- the interviews are to provide insight into 
the local multimedia market which has previously not yet been 
thoroughly looked at. 
Questionnaire Design 
The "questionnaire" (refer appendix 10), i.e. list of questions 
put forward to the vendors, are structured to lead the vendor to answer 
the above questions posed. The questionnaire is structured into 5 
sections, the" first section, questions 1 to 3, are on local mul timedia 
application and customer demand. The second section, questions 4 to 10, 
are on the vendors' company background, product range, performance 
etc .. - Section 3, questions 11 and 12, asked vendors what problems do 
they encountered. Section 4, questions 13 and 14, probed vendors' 
corresponding business strategies, and finally section 5,questions 15 
to 17, inquired vendors on their perception of current multimedia 
market situation in Hong Kong. 
Selection of Appropriate Vendors 
A list of local multimedia suppliers is compiled to form the 
basis of vendor selection. The Hong Kong Computer Directory 1993 
published by the Trade Development Council is used as the main source 
for compiling the list. Due to the possibility of some vendors being 
categorized under other product/functions,. they may also supply other 
products beside multimedia products, thus the list of vendors compiled 
through sieving through the computer directory may not completely 
contain all the multimedia vendors in H.ong Kong, and additional sources 
are employed. 
a. Selected according to the supplier's brand name awareness in Hong 
Kong 
This applies to the large multi-national companies, i.e. Apple, 
IBM, Digi1:7al Equipment China/Hong Kong Group, Wang, Minolta 
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computers, SystemPro :- These vendors typically will not fall into 
the Multimedia Supplier~ section in the Hong Kong Computer 
Directory as their main area of businesses is not multimedia 
though mul timedia remains one of the integral part of their 
businesses. 
b. Recommended by the Hong Kong Society of Mul timedia ' and Image 
Computing 
Many less prominent multimedia vendors who are categor~zed in 
other sections in the Computer Directory surfaced in the 
membership of the Society. These vendors may not be big players 
as in the sense of point a. above, nevertheless they contributed 
significantly to the development of multimedia in Hong Kong. , 
It ' may seem that some multimedia ' vendors who are active 
participants in other countries ,are excluded from the list. This is 
mainly due to the fact that these vendors do not have distributors or 
contacts in Hong Kong, while some of these vendors are represented in 
Hong Kong by other distributors who themselves are multimedia vendors 
in their own rights and are included in the list, such as Philips is 
the local multimedia distributor for Sony. 
Preliminary Screening of Vendors 
' . 
A preliminary screening exercise is conducted before inviting the 
suitable vendors for interviews in order to narrow the interview scope 
) 
to the vendors really and relevantly involved in multimedia, and to 
better utilize the limited resources of the two writers. The screening 
is done through a telephone interview. Vendors are contacted initially 
through telephone and several preliminary screening questions are 
asked, including their history in multimedi~, product range, do their 
companies ' have 'any strategy in multimedia, and number of successful 
proj ects / sales of multimedia. Based on the vendors' response, ' a further 
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smaller list of vendors for interview /is determined. 
Face-To-Face Interview 
Personal interview is selected as the means to collect vendor 
information as the personal interaction between interviewer and 
interviewee allows more input and can tailor the questions and 
directions more towards the individual vendor's case. Moreover, 
personal in~~rviews allow the use of open-ended questions which require 
extensive probes. 
Another advantage is that in personal interviews, the length of 
questionnaire will not be a deterrent for the interviewee to respond. 
The interviewer can structure the questions during the interview and 
have more control on the time and duration of the interview. 
The person representing each company for interview is either the 
mul timedia marketing manager or the director of the company. It is 
assumed that the multimedia marketing manager would have the most 
relevant and in-depth knowledge in the multimedia field and market. For 
some compani'es, due to the company structure they do not have a 
multimedia marketing manager, hence the director is interviewed under 
the assumption that they would know about their company products, 
market and customers. 
The interview is based on a standard questionnaire (see Appendix 
10) pre-faxed to the suppliers for their preparation. 
Lists of Vendors Interviewed 
FrQm the list of multimedia vendors initially compiled based on 
the Hong Kong Computer Directory and other sources, due to manpower 
resources and time constraints, only a sub-set of the vendors can be 
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interviewed by the writers. -The initial list of vendors is divided into 
5 groups as according to positi,oning defined in chapter 11 above, i. e. 
hardware suppliers, software suppliers, system integrators, publishers 
and distributors. From each group, one to three vendors who best 
represent the characteristics of the group are selected. The selection 
is based on brand name awareness within the group, assuming the more 
publicity of the vendor, the more successful and representative of the 
group the 'vendor is in. One exception is Oracle. The company is not 
selected as _it is not deemed to be a multimedia vendor though it claims 
to be. Its actual involvement is only in the development of relational 
databases which is applicable to many technological applications and is 
also used in multimedia applications. 
After selection, telephone preliminary screening is conducted to 
further confirm the relevancy of the selected vendors. Generally most 
vendors selected passed through the preliminary screening, except Wang, 
DEC, Minolta Computers and SystemPro. These vendors are well known 
suppliers in imaging systems, which is part of the multimedia 
applications. However, these vendors do not have installations in Hong 
Kong which are of real multimedia applications . Due to their limited 
involvement in multimedia applications in Hong Kong, these vendors are 
not selected for further study. SystemPro expressed unwillingness in 
accepting the interview. The vendors interviewed are: 
Supplier Type Supplier Name 
Hardware IBM Apple - - -
Software IBM CIM - - -
System IBM elM Pancha HKPC 
-
Integrator Books 
Publisher Philips CIM - - -





Summing up the responses 'of the above interviewees, the writers 
have come u~ with the following. For detail responses of individual 









Vendors' Definition of Multimedia 
Supplier name 














text, audio and 
image. 
Apple -
Integration of all 
communication 
media into desktop 
computer 
CIM - any 
applications that 
involves the use 





combination of all 
hUJ:Ilan 
communication 
mode, i.e. voice, 
text, picture and 
action into the 
computer. 
CIM 
KPS - simple 
integration of 
video and audio. 






. text and video. 







In sum, hardwar'e vendors feel that multimedia is an integration 
of technologica,lly available communication modes, while software 
vendors think that it is a form of information dispension which make 
use of more than 1 media. System ' integrators also concur with the 
hardware vendors'definition, while distributors think that it is a 
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combination of video and sound. Overall, it can be concluded that 
multimedia is integration of co~munication modes. 
Application & Applied Industry/Sector 
Supplier Supplier name 
type '" 
Hardware IBM - Sales & Apple - Sales Cc - - -
marketing, marke ting, education 
manufacturing, & training, 
education & produ'ction, 
training. communication. 
Software IBM CIM - Information - - -
"' ,,: ,. di spension , education 
& training, 
entertainment. 
System IBM Pancha Books - CIM HKPC - Sales -
integrator Education & training, and marke ting, 
sales & marketing, training 
entertainment, entertainment. 
imaging. 




Distributor Asia CD - edu- KPS - edu - tainrnen t CIM SGL - Sales Cc Pancha 
tainrnent, virtual only. Not applicable marketing. Books 
reality. in sales and business 
etc . . 
The most common applications (highlighted in italics in the above 
tables) for hardware vendors are sales and marketing. For software 
vendors, the ,applications are in sales and marketing. For system 
integrators, applications are also . in information dispension, sales and 
marketing. For publishers, it is in training and education, 
entertainment. For distributors, the main application is in edu-
tainment. From the above, it can be concluded that the applications can 
be divided into two main areas, for business customers where hardware, 
software suppliers and integrators are targeting, it is in sales and 
marketing. For home market where publisher and distributor are 
targeting, the principal applications are in education and . 
entertainment. 
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Perceived Benefits to Customers 
Supplier Supplier name 
type 
Hardware IBM - Aid , memory Apple - Have an - - -
retention, better integrated system 
communication. ' in one machine . 





System IBM Panch~ Books - CIM HKPC - Better -
integrator Better communication. 
communication. 
Publisher J~,hilips - Give CIM - - -
user deeper 




Distributor Asia CD - Better KPS - Better CIM SGL - Better Pancha 
communication. communication, communications. Books 
better memory 
retention. 
In sum, ' perceived customer benefits can be divided into 2 main 
areas: -
a. Better memory retention 










Perceived Custom~r ' Demand 
Supplier name 










still in infant 
stage, customer 
need multimedia 








Apple - Customers 
are not yet 
mature. 
CIM - Multimedia 









exist and degree 
of popularity is 
increasing. 
CIM 









and needs to be 
enhanced. 
SGL - Public 
awareness is 
increasing but 





All vendors hold optim~stic view point on the demand and acceptance of 
multimedia by ~ustomers but highlighted that current awareness is insufficient 











IBM - Aims to, 
establish common 
multimedia 













to develop easier 
to use software. 
Apple - Hardware 
development fast 
enough to cope with 
demand. Powerful 
and attractive 
software are key to 
success. 















fast and risk that 
software cannot 
















yet in place. 





Lack of a single, commonly 'agreed multimedia standard is expressed by 
many vendors. , It -is generally agreed that development of multimedia hardware 
is enough to support current applications. Also, many powerful software have 
emerged in past few years but there are still room for improvement and 
software application and titles are crucial element to make multimedia fly. 
To transit from current standalone system application to networked 









Local Market Situation 
Supplier n~me 
IBM - Market will 
basically follow 
the strong growth 
rate in US. 
IBM 
IBM 
Philips - CD-I 
only introductory 
stage at present, 
market for home 
will grow as more 
software titles 
are available. 




Apple - Market grew 
rapidly in last few 
years, but size is 
ultimately limited. 





that of US and the 
future is bright. 
CIM 
KPS - CD-ROM demand 
is growing rapidly 
since last year and 




HKPC - Though 
market 
development lags 
behind US, Japan 
& Singapore, 
future of local 
market is 
bright. 
SGL - Market is 
not yet mature 




It is the common view that local multimedia market is still at 
its infancy. There was rapid expansion in the last few years and the 
future is bright. The ultimate size of the local market is still small 
when compared, with other countries, like US and this point has been 
explicitly expressed by Apple who shows more interest in going into the 
























Philips .- Set 
standard, 
develop tools 





Asia CD - To be 
a successful CD-
ROM distributor 





Apple - Missionary 





PC. To be a good 
corporate citizen 
and an educator. 





Pancha Books - To 
be an influential 














to attract other 
system integrators. 
Motivate public and 
push development of 
multimedia. 
SGL - As a pioneer 
in promoting 





Primary objective of most vendors is to become the leader in the 
industry through taking the technology to a standard and wider customer 
acceptance, though one or two companies are aimed at increasing company 
market share and profit. Some non-profitable organizations,i.e. HK 
Productivity Council, thinks is responsible ,for educating the public on 









. Supplier name 
IBM - Target at 
all industries. 
IBM - Target at 
large 
corporates. 
IBM - Target at 
large 
-corporates. 
Philips - Target 





Asia CD - Target 






Apple - Target 









Target at high 
end corporate 
market. 
CIM - Target 
at education 
market. 
KPS - Targets 











































The target market of the above 5 types of vendors are different. 
The hardware vendors supply hardware to all segments of customers, 
including the other 4 types of multimedia vendors. However, the 
software and system integrators are targeted at corporate market, while 





















Asia CD - To 
maintain low price 
while many titles. 
Installation base 
of CD-RaMs low, 
inadequate Chinese 
language titles. 











Lack of creative 
personnel. 








problem is that 
customers have no 
real need for 
multimedia 
applications. 
Price is also a 
concern. 
Pancha Books -
Lack of industry 
standard. Lack of 
Chinese language 
software titles. 
Possibly not much 

















The most common problems encountered are: 
a. Cost and pricing control 
b. Lack of c'bmmon industrial multimedia standard 
c. Customer acceptance to be enhanced 






Customers not sure 
about multimedia. 
Pricing. Lack of 
industry standard. 
Major local 
problem is lack of 
Chinese language 
software. 
SGL - Multimedia 
not yet widely 
accepted. Costs, 







d. Product variety to cope with local characteristics, especially 
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Chinese language. 
e. Lack of creative personnel/experts to create multimedia software 








Business' Strategy (and Future Plan) 
Supplier name 












Apple - . Lower 




products with all 
technology in one 
machine. Liaison 





sales. Set up of 
New Media Centre 




CIM - Mid-range 



























































Philips - Low 
price offering. 





system to allow 
more companies to 






Plan to develop 
more Chinese 
- language titles. 
I?,:}.an to go into 
China market. 
Asia CD - Low 
price range. 
Focus on PC 
platform which 





drive and titles 










ClM - Future 
development 
effort focus on 
Chinese language 
titles. 
KPS - Competitive 
pricing. Sell 
broad line of 
products of every 
platform. 



























Almost all vendors, except SGL, set their pricing to be cost-
effective, and offering a wide range of prices. They try to provide 
wide range and variety of products through the setting up of alliances 
with other vendors so as to capture the rapid shift in technology and 
introduce into the market up-to,:-date multimedia technology. 
For hardware and CD-ROM titles, the sales is generally through 
retail network, i . e. computer and entertainment retail shops. For 
others, it is effected through marketing officers. The vendors 
participate in expositions and provide articles for computer 
journals/magazi~es to promote brand name and product name awareness. 






From the results of previous chapter, the writers found that the 
following - items, i.e. definition of multimedia, customer benefit, 
perceived role of vendors and vendors' positioning, all matched with 
the findings from Chapter II of Literature Review. Thus this report 
will not further elaborate on these items. 
Whereas for local market situation, it was found that vendors 
experienced significant growth in the last few years, and expected the ~ 
growth rate to persist. However, the vendors were reluctant to provide 
any sales or actual growth rate of their companies, while the writers' 
further search through Hong Kong trade statistics and computer 
journals/magazines did not reveal any meaningful supporting figures. 
Thus the writers cannot attempt any sUbjective estimates on the growth 
or potential of the market, and the vendors personal opinion on the 
market will be taken as an indication only and will not be pursued 
further in this report. 
Customer Demand and Application 
According to interview result in the current research, the 
awareness of customers in the technology are on the increase, and 
acceptance is growing, as the population is more receptive to new 
technology development and changes. 
The present research reveals that the most 'common application 
areas of multimedia in Hong Kong as perceived by vendors are on sales'· 
and marketing, ' education and training, and entertainment. Demand in 
.. 
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these application areas are also expanding. These findings are in line 
with the market demand identified in the 1993 survey by Chau and Wong 
[7] and the worldwide application as revealed in the Literature Review. 
Reason for this market trend is also contributed by the Hong Kong 
environment. As mentioned in appendix 11, the socio-economic 
characteristics ' points to a burgeoning economy which is successfully 
shifting from a manufacturing based economy to a servicing economy. As 
such, major emphasis of organization operation will be on the 
identification of customers' needs, marketing of service/products, and 
more importantly, good personnel which can achieve the above. 
Increased competition between companies also lead to the use of more 
automation for cost reduction while due to the persistent low interest 
rates, high level of inflation and more discerning taste of customers, 
the profit margin of companies is thinning. The above developments 
coupled together to form an environment most suited for application of 
new technology, especially in personnel training, sales and marketing. 
On the home market front, the ever sophisticated population of 
Hong Kong, due to the higher level of education, 
personal and household income, globalization 
increased level of 
of markets and 
information, the general public are very receptive to new technology 
and are also looking for more innovative products and means of 
information conveyance. They are also striving for better education 
and living standards for thei~· offsprings. Thus another great potential 
market exists in this area which education and entertainment are of the 
highest demand. 
The present research also discloses that networked multimedia 
applications is uncommon in Hong Kong at present. Reason for this is 
that H~ng Kong customers are still . experimenting standalone 
applications and the pace of adoption lags behind the West. Lookingat 
the evolution history in USA, we expect that networked multimedia 
applicatiotiS will take '. off within next few years time once customers 
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have been accustomed to using multimedia. 
Problems Encountered 
The most common problem encountered are:-
a. Pricing of product 
The price of many multimedia products, especially system 
integration solutions, are considered by the customers are being 
too high for such products. The general view of the customers are 
still looking for value-for-money solutions, thus they will tend 
to go for cheaper alternatives or make use of authoring tools to 
develop own applications, which though scope and depth may be 
limited, but cost-effective to 'them.> 
b. Technological standards 
Philips and Apple do not see any problem in this area, as they 
develop and market -' their own standards. However, for other 
vendors, especially system integrators and distributors, lack of 
standards have , led to the ,problem of product flexibility and 
compati'bility with other systems, while affecting the retail 
sales strategy. Despit~ all this, the vendors have decided that 
they will not wait for the convergence of standards and will 
continue to provide more products to capture the market earlier. 
This approach is similar to the small vendors in the worldwide 
market as depicted in the Literature Review. 
c. Customer acceptance 
' All vendors feel that the. public in Hong Kong is still not yet 
totally attuned to the multimedia technology. This is evident in 
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the use of information kiosk, such as the one installed in 
Harbour City. The segment of population which will use the kiosk 
is the younger generation. This phenomenon is a natural market 
evolution for a new technology like multimedia as experienced by 
other countries which have been outlined in the Literature Review 
9hapter. 
d. Product variety 
For the distributors, hardware base developed are sufficient but 
the number of titles are not enough. Local characteristics are 
not addressed, e.g. language, Asian based contents 
e. Lack of creative personnel to produce software applications and 
titles 
This finding aligns with that revealed in Chau and Wong's market 
survey [7]. 
Summing up, the priority problem as revealed from the interview 
with vendors, is the inadequacy of Chinese language applications and CD 
titles with Asian based content. The barrier is more prominent in home 
market than the business segment. Unlike home users, Hong Kong business 
clients are accustomed to use English as the official language and also 
content of related software application is more result oriented which 
is basically culture independent. This is the reason that we believe 
why this problem area has not been dug out in the 1993 market research 
by Chau and Wong [7] since their survey samples were all drawn from the 
corporate sector. 
Local Characteristics 
The market is unique in the sense that experiences in multimedia 
overseas cannot · be directly transported into Hong Kong due to the 
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language and cultural elements. 
Hong Kong is a multi-lingual environment. English is 
understandable and accepted by many people, particularly in the 
business sector. While in personal sector,. Chinese characters and 
Cantonese voice are no doubt the most widely employed languages. The 
use of Putonghua is also on the increase side, in both business and 
personal life. 
Each country has her unique culture and Hong Kong is of no 
exception. People show more interest on events which are around their 
proximity or relating to their culture. This explains why all 
interviewed vendors agree that multimedia applications with Chinese 
language or Asian based context will be more appealing to end users in 
Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong people are also quick to adopt new technology (the 
large demand in mobile telephone and NICAM TV in recent years are good 
indication) and are cost conscious, especially in the consumer product 
or service sectors where there is keen competition among vendors and a 
high degree of market transparency on the price information. In fact, 
rapid development of multimedia technology and fierce competition among 
vendors drove the price down rapidly. 
Business Strategies 
According to 1993 Chau and Wong's market survey [7], customers 
are sensitive to the pricing of multimedia products and services and 
they are looking ' for value-for-money solutions. Our interview result 
reveals that Hong Kong mul timedia vendors have already taken customers' · 
concern into account in pricing their products and services. Vendors' 
general strategy is to become a low cost producer. For instance, the 
selling price of Philips CD-I player in Hong Kong is even lower than 
that in the much larger US market. Another example is that CD-ROM sold 
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by KPS are 30-70% off from the US listed price. One natural strategy 
arises from the low cost approach is the formation of alliance among 
vendors and emergence of conglomerates. By so doing, vendors make use 
of synergy effect and pooling speciality to keep cost down 'as well as 
enhancing the market development. 
Relating to the price issue is the incentive for c~stomer to buy. 
Multimedia itself is not a discrete product, rather it is an add-on 
which can enhance human communication. People buy multimedia products 
" ",: " 
or services not because it is multimedia but because of the benefits 
that it can bring in. Hence, sufficient amount of attractive software 
and real utility titles is a key to make the multimedia market to 
prosper and succeed. In this regards, vendors are now running on the 
right track to offer wide range of products to meet the demand from 
varying customers. ~Lother reason contributing to the product 
differentiation strategy is the short product cycle time. Vendors must 
ensure that their product mix are of adequate variety and updated 
enough in order to maintain market competitiveness. 
As mentioned in the previous analysis section, the lack of 
Chinese language applications and CD titles of Asian based content is 
a major threat to the local market, but it also represents an 
opportunity for software vendors and publishers. Vendors who are able 
to rapidly launch products to target this market niche can . earn 
significant share in the market. Three of our interviewed vendors: 
Philips, Asia-CD and KPS are now pursing this product development 
strategy. 
A prime obstacle perceived by interviewed vendors in product 
development is the lack of · industrial multimedia standards. On this 
issue, we consider that the problem should not be over-emphasized. We 
agree that cer~ain level of stand~rdization is healthy to the market, 
e.g. defining a multimedia PC or LAN standard, but too high degree of 
standardization is headache to vendors product differentiation 
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becomes difficult and vendors need to resort to other more expensive; 
mode of marketing strategies ' like extensive promotion campaign and 
product repackaging, in order to attract business. Our argument is 
that marketing force determines which standard(s) will ultimately win 
the battle and vendors should market products which are compatible wit~ 
as many ~ common standards as possible and at the earliest time frame so 
as to secure the foothold in the market. 
Since China has such a huge market and Mainland Chinese are 
generally keen on adopting new technology, it is not surprise to find 
that interviewed vendors expressed interest to extend their multimedia 
business into China. We consider that the strategy to use Hong Kong as 
test market and stepping stone is appropriate to local vendors. 
However, the strategies listed above do not all target at 
eliminating the problems encountered by the vendors. The strategies are 
mainly to resolve the pricing and product variety problem, while to 
remain competitive under the non-existence of a common multimedia 
standard.' Only HKPC and Apple have strategies to promote customer 
acceptance of multimedia and cultivation of more personnel for 






There-" may be bias in this direction due to the depth of 
involvement of the vendor in multimedia. As experienced in the vendor 
SGL, the vendor's view, strategy and planning in multimedia is much 
affected by their strategy in other product areas as multimedia is only 
one of their main products. 
Non-coverage Bias 
There is a possibility that this research fails to include some 
units, or entire sections, of the Hong Kong multimedia vendors. This 
occurs due to the classification in the Hong Kong Computer Directory 
1993 published by the Trade Development Council. As some vendors are 
both involved in general computer and multimedia applications, they may 
not be classified under the multimedia category. However, it is deemed 
that those who are classified under the multimedia category is more 
representative of the whole. Moreover, · other sources are used to 
supplement the list compiled- from the Hong Kong Computer Directory, 
such as membership of the Hong Kong Society of Multimedia. 
Interviewee Bias 
The persons interviewed are generally the multimedia marketing-
manager or th~ director. These people should be most knowledgeable in 
multimedia in their respective companies, and they should be most clear 
about their companies' strategy and standpoint with regard to 
multimedia. However, a drawback in selecting these persons, especially 
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the marketing managers, is their probable lack of knowledge in the 
companies' 
evident in 
percei ved role in multimedia technology development. As 
several responses, it is gathered that the marketing 
managers do not see any specific role played in the development of 
either the technology or the market, except in increasing companies' 
market share and revenue. 
Refusal to Disclose Sales Figures 
One siapificant difficulty encountered in this research is the 
refusal of all vendors to disclose their sales figures, % profit growth 
in the last 3 years, expected market size and current market share~ It 
is understandable that the vendors considered these figures as highly 
confidential to their businesses and even the writers have reassured 
them of the confidentiality and anonymity when quoting these figures, 
these figures were still not revealed. Moreover, the writers cannot 
source any related statistics to assess vendors' claims. To maintain 
the ' obj ecti vi ty of this report, no subj ecti ve proj ection will be 
attempted. As such, the research cannot place a figure on the growth 
potential of multimedia and the size of the market. 
Suggested Rectification 
A simple rectification will be the expansion -of the coverage of 
the respondent lists including more companies while one or more people 
from the same company are selected to gauge the overall strategy of the 
company. 
However, with more respondents included, a mail questionnaire 
will be the more appropriate vehicle for information collection. With 
a mail questionnaire, the respondents may feel more at ease to put down 
a figure for their companies' sales and forecasts, though the precision 
of these figures may still be in doubt. 
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Future Research Areas 
a. Personal market needs 
In this research', only the suppliers side of the multimedia 
market is looked into. Yet from the results, it is found that 
apart from the corporates which is on the demand side of the 
market, the personal, market is also a very important demand 
market. 
Further research into the personal market for mul timedia is 
highly recommended so as to conduct a comprehensive investigation 
into the demand side of the technology. 
b. Information on market statistics 
One feeling we got from the current study is the general lack of 
objective market information for the multimedia industry in Hong 
Kong. There is no independent, reputable organization to 
research systematically on Hong Kong market situation. Vendors 
do not have any obj __ ective figure on how big is the current 
market, her share (except KPS who has quantified her market share 
in CD-ROM selling), how promising the market will be in the 
future and any potential threat leading possibly to downturn of 
the whole industry. All vendors we have interviewed rank 
themselves as the best player or the leader in his own stream of 
multimedia business. There is insufficient information for the 
authors to evaluate or judge whether these vendors are doing so" 




In Hong Kong, the mul timedia market can be divided into two 
segments, business and home. Application of the multimedia technology 
is varied, depending on the target customer segment. For business 
customers, the main application is in sales & marketing, while for home 
customers, the applications are in education, training and 
entertainment. This finding is similar to the worldwide situation as 
defined in Chapter 11 Literature Review. 
Major problems encountered locally are the pricing of the 
products, lack of common standard, customer acceptance, product variety 
and lack of creative personnel, which is also encountered by other 
countries as confirmed in the worldwide situation in Literature Review. 
Vendors considered that too few software applications and titles in the 
Chinese language and more needed to be done in this area. 
Thus the business strategy of the local multimedia vendors is 
mainly on five areas: low to medium pricing strategy, supply and 
support a wide range of products, co-operation with other players in 
the mul timedia market I opening up of the China market I and product 
development based on the Chinese language. The local vendors adopted 
these strategies due to the local population culture and 
characte;istics. The vendors are not looking to solve all the problems 
encountered as mentioned above. Rather they are aiming to ' increase 
their standing in the market. 
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APPENDIX 1 
INTERVIEW RESULT WITH elM SYSTEMS LTD 
1. Name of company 
CIM Systems Ltd 
2. Company description 
86 employees, a local company with 2 manufacturing operations, 
one located in Hong Kong and the other in Shekuo, China. With 
three ,~xperience in the multimedia business. 
3. Definition of multimedia 
To ClM, any applications which involves the use of more than 1 
medium in information dispension / usage fall into multimedia 
category. 
4. Multimedia product / service 
a) Develop tailor-made multimedia application software for 
customers; 
b) Bundle off-the-shelf multimedia hardware and software and 
then customize to provide a complete solution for 
customers; 
c) Publish CD titles for education and entertainment use (over 
50 titles to date) ; 
d) Sell standalone multimedia peripherals like sound card and 
touch-screen monitor. 
5. Applica,tion 
a) Training and education 
Especially in government, large corporations like Cathy 
Pacific; Hong Kong Telecom and MTRC, and academic 
institutions. Also used in manufacturing industry. 
b) Information dispension 
For instance, 
sales kiosk in Harbour City, St. Margaret Hospital 
and Elizabeth Hospital 
multimedia library system in University of Hong Kong 










The commonest application is the information dispensi6n. 
6. Perceived customer benefits 
a) Better communication and easier memory retention 
Since multimedia can simulate the natural process of 
communicat'ions, i. e. multi-dimension communication enabled 
in the PC environment, as compared with the current 1 
dimension communication on PC. This breaks down the 
obstacle of more wide use of technology. 
b) Better user interface 
Users find multimedia applications easier to use. 
7. Perceived customer demand 
The technology is expected to be easily accepted by the. public. 
The awareness and acceptance of local clients are growing, but 
will need pushing. Generally, clients use mul timedia because the 
technology answers their business needs. 
8. Technology development 
The development in mul timedia technology picked up speed. The 
formation of Multimedia PC Marketing Council is driving towards 
a standard in multimedia. With such rapid development, the price 
of both hardware and software titles are dropping. More powerful 
authoring tools also emerge in last few years which save much 
CIM's programming effort on one hand and allow the shortening of 
project completion lead time on the other hand. 
However,one main element affecting the further application of 
multimedia is development pace of the communication network which 
is essential to enable success of networked multimedia 
applications. 
9. Market situation 
The growth of local multimedia market is gradual. One area which 
is growing fastest is the entertainment industry. 
10. Perceived role 
To . provide PC based solutions for clients, with good back-up 
services. 
11. Positioning 
CIM is positioning as 
a) software supplier to produce tailor-made multimedia 
applications; and 
b) system integrator to provide complete solution to clients 
using off-the-shelf products; and 
c) publisher to produce some CD-ROM 
development team in China; and 
d) hardware distributor. 
titles, using her 
The company targets at all industries, as multimedia is 
applicable to all. Her major target markets are: 
a) education market: to target at students; 
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b) corporations: --to provide system integrations. 
12. Problems encountered 
Several years ago, the main problem is the lack of authoring 
tools. Only IBM have some tools for making multimedia 
application, hence . the company use C to write its programmes from 
scratch. 
Another problem previously encountered was the inadequacy of 
p~werful hardware to support the software applications. 
Lack of industry standards is also an obstacle in providing 
solutions to client~. The only rectification is to follow the 
development of the technology very closely. 
Now, - the main problem is that clients still have not much 
busin~,ss needs for opting multimedia yet. Moreover, with -the 
short . product cycle encountered in the computer technology 
industry, clients are always holding back to wait for something 
even better. 
Clients are also concerned with the price of the technology, as 
currently it is difficult to justify the technology's cost-
benefits. 
13. Business strategy 
CIM has a quite wide product range and diversify her role into 
several vendors' classification, namely software supplier, 
integrator, publisher and distributor. 
CIM targets at mid-range and low cost alternatives for networking 
facilities and also provides complete solutions of information 
dispension. For example, its hardware products' price range is 
from less than HK$l,OOO for a -touch screen to over HK$100,OOO for 
a good scanner. For system services, the rate is comparable with 
competitors. 
Products are sold th~ough marketing officers. 
14. Future plan 
To adapt to local language needs and so her applications and 
titles will focus on the Chinese language. 
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APPENDIX 2 
INTERVIEW RESULT WITH APPLE COMPUTER LTD 
1. Name of company 
Apple Computer International Limited 
2. Company description 
100 employees. The headquarters for the Far East Region, which 
covers Bangladesh, Brunei, China, Guam and Micronesia, Hong Kong, 
India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, 
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Taiwan and Thailand. With experience in 
the multimedia business since 1980s. 
3. Definition of multimedia 
Integration of all communication media into the desktop 
development platform. 
4. Multimedia product / service 
Develop and bundle all multimedia hardware into ~her computers. 
5. Application 
The technology is applicable to all industries, with applications 
specially in: 
a) Sales and marketing 
For instance, -' service industries like hotels. An 
application in USA .is in the marketing of real estates (CD-
ROM of estate agencies) . 
b) Education and training 
Especially in secondary school. 
c) Production 
Including entertainment production such as desktop editing 
and product design. 
d) Communication 
Like desktop / video conferencing. But it is limited to 
very 'large multi-international companies, which many may 
already have installed satellite network. While for small 
to medium offices, flying staff out will be a cheaper way. 
The commo~est application falls into sales and marketing area. 
6. Perceived customer benefits 
Have an integrated system in one machine. 
7. Perceived customer demand 
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The company foresee that the t'echnology will become part of 
everyday life eventually. 
Customers acceptance of the technology in each country depends on 
local characteristics. In USA, the customers prefer more for AV 
machines, while in Hong Kong customers opt for Quatros. However, 
c~stomers in Hong Kong are not yet mature, because sales and 
marketing efforts is not enough. 
8. Technology development 
Development qf hardware technology is rapid enough to support 
vivid multimedia applications at a customer affordable cost. 
O~ -the softwaresid~, many powerful applications and authoring 
tools also emerged. But it is expected that adequate attractive 
software is the key factor for the acceptance and success of 
multimedia. 
' ": 1' 
9. Market situation 
Though multimedia is gaining acceptance rapidly in Hong Kong in 
last few years, the potential of Hong Kong market is limited by 
her size. The company is looking northwards towards China 
instead. 
10. Perceived role 
a) Missionary for new -market. 
b) Push towards convergency of technology and integration with 
PC. 
b) To be a good corporate citizen and an educator to nurture 
students. 
11. Positioning 
The company is a hardware developer, with maintenance by third 
party. 
The products are targeted at "SOHO" (small office/home office) 
and education institutions. Also targeting at China, with focus 
at education institution and business applications. 
12. Problems encountered 
) 
One problem is lowering profit margins of PCs/Macs due to market 
force to drive hardware price down rapid. So, there leaves less 
fund to promote the technology. 
Another problem is the lack of creative personnel to research and 
develop more innovative hardware and software. 
Pricing remains a major issue. Apple's production cost is high 
compared with profit and its price is still high as compared 
with IBM PC products. In area where Mac is compatible with PC, 
Apple loses out in sales and marketing as compared with PCs. . 
13. Business strategy 
Apple previously targets at premium market. Now it has changed 
and lowered her product prices to meet the target market -segment. 
It aims to provide an integrated product which encompass all 
technology into one machine, incorporating 'fax, audio, visual, 
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i.e. communication needs into one Audio/visual technology. 
Apple employs the strategy of liaising with value added vendors, 
computer retailers and also third party developers e.g. 
Macromedia, Raiders to further push forward the multimedia 
technology. 
14. Future plan 
Build up New Media Centres in Asia to promote multimedia. The 
idea is to gather together a group of multimedia people, 
electronically exchange information to build up a mul timedia 
centre on Macintosh. The centre will serve as a central database 
and despatch of technological data. It is envisaged that these 
centres will be a reference centre for tertiary education 
institutions, or a co-operation with these institutions to 
establish as reference and training centre~ 
The New Media Centres will also serve as a development centre for 
applications and setting of standards. As at 2/94, there are 
already 15 New Media Centres in USA. 
Also pushing towards the successful development and marketing of 
Power PC. The development of Power PC will become the industry 
standard. 
The company is now actively planning to enter into China market. 
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APPENDIX 3 
INTERVIEW RESULT WITH PHILIPS HK LTD 
1. Name of company 
Philips Hong Kong Limited 
2. Company description 
25 em];)loyees. Established in November 1991, it is a fully-owned 
subsidiary of Philips C&P Service International B. V. in the 
Netherlands, which is 100% owned by Philips Electronics N.V. in 
the Netherlands. 
3. Definition of multimedia 
Philips holds the view that each vendor and customer will have 
different set of definition on multimedia. 
4. Multimedia product / service 
Develop software titles on her CD-I ~latform. 
CD- I has been launched for two years with world wide sales 
reaching 100 K and 300 K in 1992 and 1993 respectively. 
Currently there are about 100 titles world-wide. 
5. Application 
a) Training and education 
It is the commonest, fastest growing and greatest potential 
area. 
b) Home entertainment 
Including game, movie. 
Philips holds a pessimistic view that multimedia can be used in 
production and business communication areas. 
6. Perceived customer benefits 
a) Deeper impression 
Leading to better memory retention. 
b) .Better communication 
Multimedia is interactive and gives user a better interface 
fo~ information dispension. 
7. Perceived customer demand 
Multimedia is only at its infant stage in Hong Kong though : 
customers' awareness is on the increase. 
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Philips forecasts that customers need interactive multimedia at 
home for personal usage more than business use. 
8. Technology development 
CD-I is a mature technology to implement multimedia applications, 
especially for home users. But software development cannot fast 
enough to stimulate customers' demand. 
9. Market situation 
CD-I is only at its introductory stage in Hong Kong. Philips 
expects that CD-I will grow rapidly when there are sufficient 
software titles and will become popular at home in one year time. 
10. Perceived role 
Define standard to promote multimedia, develop tools and act as 
middie man to serve customers. 
11. Positioning 
As publisher. 
Target at home consumer market, especially on family of higher 
income, English speaking and with children -about 5% of Hong Kong 
population. 
Philips herself does not assume the role of a solution provider 
to end customers. If necessary, her professional partner who is 
experienced in multimedia development (e.g. Sino-united 
Publishing) can offer customers a complete solution. But Philips 
did provide technical support to professional partner and 
distributor. 
12. Problems encountered 
Initial set up cost for CD-I machine is still relatively high for 
home user when evaluated against the functionalities offered. 
CD-I software titles is limited in quantity and variety. 
Moreov~r, only a minimal·. fraction of them are in Chinese language 
or tailored for Asian context. 
13. Business strategy 
) 
Philips targets at a low price offering as compared with· video 
tape or LD player and computer: somewhat over HK$ 3K for a CD-I 
player and around HK$ 1QO per CD-I software title. 
Philips feels that it · is necessary to pursue new technology / 
standard continuously in order to stimulate consumer electronics 
market. Thus it forms alliance for synergy purpose (e.g. jointly 
worked with Sony and JVC to define a · video CD standard in August 
1993 that is compatible to CD-I and aims to replace LD by CD 
platform) " involves as much software developer / publisher as 
possible to produce more compatible titles, and make its system 
open so that more people can join in the development. 
Philips also adopt modular design approach so that advancement is 
done in .. form of plug in cartridge. 
It does not directly sell its multimedia products. Instead it 
employed distributors (e.g. KPS) and professional partner's own 
distribution network (e.g. Sony and Panasonic) . 
14. Future plan . 
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Philips is moving ahead to devel'op Chinese language titles and it 
plans to expand the local title base from the existing 2 pieces 
to more . than 10 by end 1994. 
Philips also plans to go into China market. 
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APPENDIX 4 
INTERVIEW RESULT WITH ASIA-CD 
1. Name of company 
Asia-CD 
2. Company description 
Around 20 employees. The company was formed in 1992 and belonged 
to the Asia-CD group with Multimedia Asia as her sister company. 
Got involved in the multimedia business since its establishment. 
3. Definition of multimedia 
To Asia-CD, multimedia is interface with human interactively via 
text, audio and image. 
4. Multimedia product / service 
Selling of CD-ROM titles (around 2000) and drives. 
5. Application 
a) 11 Edutainment11 field 
It is the integration of education, training and 
entertainment (e.g. learning interactively through game) 
and Asia-CD believe that this area is the commonest, 
fastest growth and greatest potential in Hong Kong. 
b) Multimedia may move towards the direction of virtual 
reality in the future (e.g. use in medical diagnosis) . 
6. Perceived customer benefits 
The principal benefit is better communication due to the 
interactive and multi-dimensioned information dispension . . 
7. Perceived customer demand 
Customers are fascinated and attracted by multimedia features. 
But, in general, customers do not have adequate exposure and 
technical knowledge on multimedia. Education needs to be 
enhanced. 
8. Technology development 
Single industrial wide multimedia standard (including audio and 
video) does not exist and thus prevents the use of single 
software title across platform (PC,Mac, CD-I). 
S~nce tiser takes some time to learn a ' software title and prolong 
the buying cycle. The general software development trend is to 
produce . software titles more easily to use and thus shortening 
the learning and buying cycle. 
9. Market ·situation 
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Hong Kong multimedia market is growing exponentially starting 
from last year. 
Multimedia will have significant impact to PC sales since old 
machines will be driven out of market due to the lack of power to 
cope with multimedia application. 
10. Perceived role 
To be a successful CD-ROM distributor in terms of revenue and 
market share. 
11. Positionini 
As whole seller of CD-ROM · software titles, supplemented by 
selling some CD-ROM drives as well. 
The company targets at the consumer and education segment, 
especially on teenage. Other than Hong Kong, the company also 
carry out business at Taiwan, China, Singapore. -
Asia-CD herself does not take up the role of being a solution 
provider. If necessary, she will refer the case to Multimedia 
Asia, a sister company in the Asia-CD group, who has expertise in 
developing specialized multimedia application. 
12. Problems encountered 
Challenge to the company is · to maintain cheap price, sufficient 
volumes of diversified titles and correct prediction of the 
market need. 
CD-ROM drive in Hong Kong is still not very popular and thus 
hinders the selling of software titles. The company resorts to 
include selling CD-ROM drive as their busines~. 
CD-ROM titles with Chinese language or local context (e.g. no 
Chinese encyclopedia) are inadequate. The company is now 
sourcing and pursuing publishers to develop more CD-ROM titles in 
these areas. 
Asia-CD feels that publishers in general do not have sufficient 
sense on the market need and the company has to spend effort to 
explain to them potential titles that worth development. 
Though not yet a serious problem at this moment, software piracy 
is a potential threat. 
13. Business strategy 
ASla CD considers that cost is a major consideration to customer 
and product must be priced low enough to catch the market. Thus 
its current price range for games is US$ 20-70 and roughly 
doubles for reference titles . 
On the product side, software titles have very short life span, 
around 4 months for games and a year for reference title. Thus 
lots of effect are spent in predicting the market need (e.g. look 
back at past sales records, monitor trend and experience in USA, 
examine qustomer demand as feedback from retailer) and source the 
appropriate titles. Hence Asia CD put more focus on the PC 
platform which has a wider installed base in Hong Kong (around 
90% according to Asia-CD) . 
To keep overhead down, Asia CD does not set up her retail 
channel. Rather, it sells the products to retail stores. Asia CD 
also does , not involve in the promotion of its products. Its 
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retailers carry out public demonstration of CD-ROM titles in 
their stores, also promote through her partner (e.g. Software 
Focus, a ' partner of Asia-CD, constantly tour around school to 
promote CD-ROM and solicit demand from teacher, student and their 
pa~ents) . 
To promote salesfurth~r, CD-ROM drive and several titles are 
bundled as an upgrade -kit at a very attractive price. 
14. Future plan 
There is inadequate CD-ROM titles with Chinese language and local 
context (e. g. no Chinese encyclopedia). The company is now 
sourcing and pursuing publishers to develop more CD-ROM titles in 
these areas. 
The company will soon enter into Australian market. 
' . . , 
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APPENDIX 5 
INTERVIEW RESULT WITH KPS 
1. Name of company 
KPS 
2. Company description 
A company with 18 retail shops located all over Hong Kong Island, 
Kowloon and New Territories. In 1992, the company diversified 
their business to sell CD-ROM titles. 
3. Definition of multimedia 
To KPS, multimedia is the integration of video and audio. 
4. Multimedia product / service 
Sell CD-ROM title and CD-I player. 
5. Application 
Restricted to "edutainment" field only: education, training and 
entertainment (e.g. kids can learn through game readily). It is 
also the commonest, fastest growing and of greatest potential 
area. 
Unconvinced that multimedia can become popular in other areas 
(like sales, business communication and production) . 
6. Perceived customer benefits 
Multimedia can provide better communication and memory retention. 
Query whether multimedia is really beneficial to customers 
according KPS perceived customer behaviour (e.g. how long will a 
user stay · in front of a screen ' of mul timedia encyclopedia 
appl ica tion?) 
7. Perceived customer demand 
Hong Kong public accepts latest technology readily and it is no 
exception for multimedia. 
8. Technology development 
There is no industry-wide agreed single multimedia standard and 
it leads to incompatible platform and software. It is not 
possible to have the consumer or retailer like KPS to push vendor 
to g~ . towards a common standard, the fall in sales says 
everything. 
9. Market situation 
The company is having around 40% ,of market share in Hong Kong CD~ 
ROM market and regards herself as the market leader. 
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CD-ROM becomes popular in Hong Kong only in last half year. 
Forecast that growth rate for coming year is more than 100%. 
KPS has the opinion that "multimedia is solution to a problem not 
exist in Hong Kong!" (see ,i tern points 5 and 6 as well). But 
still holds an optimistic view on the market since there is no 
foreseeable repl~ceable technology. 
Multimedia is still not yet mature in Hong Kong with very few 
qualified expertise. 
There exists underground market which does not appear in official 
paper (e.g. adult film in CD-ROM format) which is very large and 
fast ,growing. 
10. Perceived role 
As a leading retailer that meets customer need. 
11. Positioning 
As a retail distributor on software titles. 
Target at home market. 
12. Problems encountered 
The number of installed CD-ROM players were traditionally the 
hurdle to the development and sales of software titles. 
Nowadays, price of a player has already dropped very 
significantly and the development of titles must catch up the 
pace to make the whole market -prosper. 
There are few titles with Chinese language and this area is 
expected to be of huge market potential. 
The company is perceived by customers to be a video megastore, 
once a desired title cannot be found, customer will complain. 
13. Business strategy 
By ,using economy of scale, KPS considers that self products are 
already very price competitive (products are selling at 30-70% 
off from the US listed price). However, according to KPS' s 
experience PC user is very price sensitive while Mac user can 
accept ' higher price. So, software title in Mac platform can be 
more expensive than that of , PC. 
To cope with various platforms, safest strategy of a retailer is 
to maintain broad lines of products and sell products of every 
platform since it is too early to say which platform will 
ultimately win the market. Breakdown of selling software titles 
match with the installation base of individual platform, namely 
80% of PC Windows, 15-20% Mac, 1%- CD-I. Thus KPS constantly 
check sal~s record to determine the appropriate mixture of titles 
to be sold. 
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APPENDIX 6 
INTERVIEW RESULT WITH IBM CHINA/HONG KONG CORPORATION 
1. Name of company 
IBM China/Hong Kong Corpor~tion 
2. Company description 
950 employees. The company is an international computer giant 
headquartered in the USA. IBM's investment in multimedia 
technology can be dated from the ~arly 1980s. 
3. Definition of multimedia 
Multimedia is a revolution in communications that combines the 
audio-visual power of television, the publishing power of the 
printing press, and the interactive power of the computer all 
rolled " into one. 
4. Multimedia product / service 
Develop mul timedia hardware and software. It also takes up 
customer project to provide complete multimedia solution using 
off-the-shelf products. 
5. Application 
a) Sales and marketing, like kiosk and point of sales. 
b) Education and .training 
c) Manufacturing 
Multimedia can provide interactive reference and solutions 
to queries and problems encountered on shop ·floor, product 
design and evaluation. 
6. Perceived customer benefits 
a) Aid in memory retention 
People have short-term retention of about 20% of what they 
hear, 40% of what they see and hear, 75% of what they see, 
hear and do. 
b) Better communication 
General public - get information in a easier and more user 
friendly manner. 
Corporate - assist in business communications, sew together 
the corporate's network. 
7. Perceived customer demand 
Multimedia is gaining public awareness and acceptance in Hong 
Kong. 
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In 'the future, networked multimedia applications are the trend, 
especially for large enterprise. 
8. Technology development 
Focus of the technology development mainly goes towards the 
establishment of common multimedia standard and cross industry 
solutions. 
9. Market situation 
The opportunity for the USA commercial market in 1992 is more 
than US$ 2.6 billion, and USA estimates for 1994 total over US$ 
6 bi'llion. The opportunity . is growing rapidly, with a worldwide 
estimate in commercial, government, and home markets at US$19 . 
billion in 1994. These numbers are influenced by the believe that 
custorn.~rs will over time require that multimedia be integrated ,as 
standard capability. The market size in Hong Kong is expected to 
follow trend in USA. 
10. Perceived role 
To personalize the information revolution, i.e. to help people, 
any time , anywhere, get the information they want in the form they 
want it, quickly, easily and affordable. Build a way for people 
to communicate more effectively, be more productive. To achieve 
customer satisfaction leadership. 
11. Positioning 
The company is positioned as: 
a) hardware supplier; and 
b) software supplier; and 
c) integrator 
IBM targets at nearly all industries but its main clients are 
large corporate. 
12. Business strategy 
Derive products based on ,customer needs. 
Establish partnerships with developers and help them succeed, 
i.e. form business partnerships. IBM also forms alliances with 
other third parties to ' ,strengthen the industry position and to 
forge an industry standard. 
Develop cross-industry solutions. 
Sell products by marketing officers~ 
Leverage sales by transferring skills to dealers/customers. 
To this end, the promotion efforts are on brand name and image-
building activities, such as advertising, business show exhibits 
(e.g. Multimedia & CD-ROM Conference, Comdex/Spring, PC Expo, 
etc). '.' 
13. Future plan 
To achieve customer satisfaction leadership, 
supplier of products and services, lead 
applicat~on development wave. 
be the preferred 
the multimedia ' 
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APPENDIX 7 
INTERVIEW RESULT WITH PANCHA BOOKS COMPANY 
1. Name of company 
Pancha Books Company 
2. Company description 
Around 10 employees. A 
subsidiaries in Hong Kong. 
years. 
Japan based company with five 
Involved in multimedia for several 
3. Definition of multimedia 
Multimedia is not simply a single technology nor a series of 
products, rather it represents a revolution of the information 
technology in 1990s. It changes the way how people think, work 
and communicate. 
It brings the natural mode of human communication multi-
dimensioned via voice, text, picture, posture and action, into 
implementation at the computer world. 
4. Multimedia product / service 
Sells multimedia hardware peripherals and software applications. 
Also works with business partners to provide complete solution in 
large customer project. 
s. Application 
a) Training and education 
Especially for college and large corporate. 
b) Sales and marketing 
Like, presentation for corporate or product I kiosk for 
information dispension. 
c) Home entertainment 
d) Imaging application 
Like inventory control in manufacturing sector and medical 
diagnosis. . 
The commonest application areas fall into training and education 
as well as sales and marketing. 
6 ,'(_. Perceived customer benefits 
Provide better communication through changing from .the boring 
single dimension, one way information transfer to multi-media and 
interactive mode of communication. 
7. Perceiveq customer demand 
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Multimedia is still not yet mature in Hong Kong, though the 
degree of popularity and maturity has been increasing in past few 
years. 
There exists demand in Hong Kong and challenge is how to apply 
multimedia correctly and cost effectively to meet customer need. 
8. Technology development 
Hardware development is very fast in recent years and there is a 
risk that pac~ of corresponding software development cannot catch 
up. 
Common industrial multimedia standards is not available and Hong 
Kong is passive in this matter. 
9. , Market situation 
Local market trend basically follows that of USA and Hong Kong 
multimedia market size is roughly 0.03% that of USA. 
Future of multimedia is very promising in Hong Kong as a result 
of falling price in hardware, convergence of standard from 
consortium's effort, emergence of enriching genuine application 
software and customer~s acceptance. 
10. Perceived role 




Pancha positions itself as: 
a) Hardware and software distributor; and 
b) Integrator. 
The company targets at high end market. 
Problems encountered 
Pancha recognizes a pitfall in USA multimedia market: people 
finds little real application, except in the area of education 
and entertainment ("edutainment") and then have the wrong 
impression that multimedia is simply a "fancy" technology, of no 
solid application and benefit. Solution in Hong Kong is to 
educate the public by delivering positive messages through daily 
sales contact as well 'as via academic bodies, e . g . Pancha has 
good connection with ' tertiary institution and key personnel of 
the company is also committee member of the Hong Kong Society of 
Multimedia and Image Computing. 
Business strategy 
Hong Kong customers are accustomed to "pay low to get most in 
return" and the company needs to cautiously price her product. 
According to Pancha, a "right" price has been set for her 
product. 
Pancha' Books has a rich category of diversified products, over 
1200 in Hong Kong. 
As multimedia product is of short life cycle, typically 6 months. 
Good product development should address several essential 
elemerits: timely capture the technological' shift, products that 
is ' equipped with adequate function, and performance, reliable, 
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user friendly, compatible and expandable, tailor for unique 
situation in Hong Kong market. Pancha Books' product trend is to 
develop standardized packages which empower customers to tailor-
make easily by "filling in the blank". 
Pancha jointly works with business partner, like IBM and Unisys 
to complete large-scale, solution-based customer project. 
Pancha Books sells via a group of strong dealers, like Pioneer 
Scientific and elM who are able to stimulate customer need in 
addition to plain selling. For small business, direct selling by 
dealer is. used. For large company, Pancha will join in the sales 
call to prompt latest need and devise appropriate solution. 
14. Future plan 
Pancha plans to launch a number of new multimedia products are in 
place'= document imaging system, conferencing system and groupware 
products. 
APPENDIX 8 
INTERVIEW RESULT WITH SYSTEM GENERAL LTD 
1. Name of company 
System General Limited (SGL) 
2. Company description 
A joint venture company of TAL and Hong Kong 
Council. Established for just a year and got 
multimedia selling since establishment. 




To . SGL, multimedia is the interactive sales presentation and 
information dispension. 
4. Multimedia product / se~vice 
Only sells a multimedia information kiosk. 
5. Application 
Mainly in sale and marketing. 
6. Perceived customer benefits 
Provide better communications between the company and their 
customers, facilitate sales and advertisement. Also create an 
image of goodwill for the corporate clients to their customers. 
7. Perceived customer dem~nd 
Public awareness on multimedia is gradual, more push or promotion 
of the technology is needed. However, SGL perceived that only 
the Hong Kong Productivity Council is pushing towards this end. 
On the other hand, acceptance of the technology by management of 
corporate organizations who has field trial multimedia 
applications is very encouraging. 
8. Market situation 
Multimedia market is still not yet mature in Hong Kong and the 
potential of applying multimedia in servicing, education, sales 
& marketing and training is large. 
9. Perceived role 
As a pioneer in promoting multimedia in Hong Kong. 
10. Positioning 
As a retailer. 
SGL targets mainly at large corporations, in the categories of 
shopping arcades, jewellery shops, banking and hotel industry. 
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11. Problems encountered 
The term or application of multimedia is not widely heard by the 
public. 
Customers are very concerned about the cost, standards and 
reliability of the technology, and keep looking or waiting for 
other alternatives to multimedia. 
The portability of the software is also a concern, as the 
company's potential market is looking at China. 
12. Business strategy 
The cost of multimedia information kiosk hardware is from 
HK$150,OOO upwards while software is HK$20,OOO up. 
The company in general does not offer any price cutting as its 
application and software is good enough to command such prices 
among competitors. 
The product is sold via marketing officers. Cold calls solicited 
from marketing officers and referrals from Hong Kong Productivity 
Council. SGL participates in Oct 93 IT exhibition, conducted a 
seminar in Nov 93, and advertises in Computer World and 
newspapers for best promotion efforts. 
13. Future plan 
Plan to step into the China market. 
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APPENDIX 9 
INTERVIEW RESULT WITH HONG KONG PRODUCTIVITY COUNCIL 
1. Name of .company 
Hong Kong Productivity Council (HKPC) 
2. Company description 
About 500 staff. A statutory body established in 1967 to promote 
increased productivity of industry in Hong Kong. It is financed 
by an annual government subvention and by fees earned from its 
services. Its involvement with multimedia started in 1992. 
3. Definition of multimedia 
To HKPC, multimedia is graphics, sound, text and video combined. 
A man and machines interactive interface, user-friendly. Anyone 
who have no previous knowledge of PC can use the interface. 
4. Multimedia product / service 
Provide complete multimedia solutions to corporate clients . 
. 5. Application 
a) Sales & marketing 
b) Training for large companies 
c) Home entertainment 
The commonest application area is in sales & marketing. 
6. Perceived customer benefits 
Better communication 
7. Perceived customer demand 
Hong Kong customers are very receptive to new technology. Public 
are interested on multimedia technology but the general awareness 
is insufficient. Hong Kong is now only waiting for a pioneer and 
a successful project / product to arouse customers' attention. 
In home market, high setup cost for mul timedia is 
concern. . While for corporate clients, quality and 
return is of higher consideration. 
8. Technology development 
a major 
benefit 
The multimedia technology is mature for standalone systems and 
Point~of-Information systems because the technology required for 
these systems, e.g. compression technique and standards, speed, 
authoring systems, are already ready and well-proven. 
However, the communication base for multimedia is not yet in 
place, e . g . for video conferencing, real time mul timedia and 
video phone, required networking with sufficient bandwidth for 
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these multimedia applications · is still lacking. 
9. Market situation 
Hong Kong lags behind USA, 
development and deployment. 
is bright. 
Japan & Singapore in multimedia 
But the future of the local market 
In Hong Kong, the government does not interfere with technology 
development. Thus, mul timedia development will hinge on the 
market need and is centred on system integration and application 
development .' 
The price of multimedia hardware has been dropping rapidly in 
last few years because of very short product life cycle and 
emergence of compatible products. In Hong Kong, there are very 
few - mul timedia "chips" company, I imi ted card/board hardware 
supp'l'ier. On the other hand, there are many software developers 
and system integrators. 
10. Perceived role 
HKPC has the mission to increase producti vi ty of Hong Kong 
industries, especially in manufacturing industry, through the 
deployment of automation and technological advances. 
To act a pioneer to attract other system integrators to take part 
in the multimedia development, e.g. network and video developers. 
Also to motivate Hong Kong public to use multimedia more and to 
push the development of multimedia market. 
11. Positioning 
A system integrator, providing total solutions. 
The company's client is the government and large corporations who 
are representatives of the respective industries. HKPC provides 
total solutions including graphic design, copywriting, production 
of multimedia applications. It sometimes sub-contract out to 
ot~er vendors for synergy effect. 
12. Problems encountered 
Multimedia is not a necessity to business and home. People may 
choose not to use mul timedia. So, it is necessary to design 
useful and attractive ~pplications that can stimulate the demand. 
Hong Kong have enough expertise on multimedia, but lack of 
expertise on project management, product definition and market 
identification. Hong Kong also lacks talents who can integrate 
both technology and creativity together with a sense of business. 
The lack of technological standards does not affect customized 
project much, but will affect products which are aimed at general 
usage or the mass market. Therefore, one countermeasure is to 
develop applications to be standard independent. 
In Hong Kong, language medium poses ,difficulty in the multimedia 
usage since there are little Chinese applications. 
There is as yet no copyright law to protect development of 
multimedia technology although there are intellectual property 
laws. But it is not yet a serious problem at the present moment~ 
13. Business strate·gy 
) 
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To succeed, the company must also upkeep latest market 
information, keep in touch with technology development, customers 
and service industries.' Moreover, as many customers do not know 
much about multimedia, thus vendors must clarify the limitations 
of the technology to the customers so as to avoid over-
expecta tions .' In this respects, HKPC has provided many 
demonstrations on its complete products/projects. 
Its main strategy is to establish joint ventures with clients to 
develop projects to effect technology transfer. It may also sub-
-contracted a project to other vendors for synergy effect. 
14. Future plan 
Hong Kong is in transition and many customers still do not know 
much about multimedia technology. HKPC will help customers to 
identify their needs. Current top priority is to complete a good 
and very successful multimedia project to raise public awareness 
on the technology. 
In .the China market, the research and development is very strong, 
however, business and marketing sense is still weak and needs 
assistance. HKPC is planning to set up liaison offices at 
Shengzhen and Guangdong to liaise and co-operate with China for 
research & development purposes. It also assists in setting up 
productivity centres in China. 
APPENDIX 10 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON MULTIMEDIA SUPPLIER 
Local Multimedia Application and Customer Demand 
1. The following ' are some categories of business sectors: 




Import/Export & Wholesale Trade 






Transportation & Communication 
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a) Which one(s) do you think multimedia solution are applicable 
and not applicable? _ 
b) How about personal sector? 
2. The following are some likely application areas for multimedia: 
Training & Development 
Seminar / classroom training 
Self-paced instruction course 
Multimedia reference library 
Sales & Marketing 
Presentation 
Corporate image promotion 
Sales kiosks / merchandise information 
Business Communications 
Videoconferencing 
Audio & video mail 
Public access exhibits 
Production , 
Publishing & courseware authoring 
Entertainment business 
Product design & prototyping 
Problem solving & advice giving expert system 
a) Do you think there are any other application areas? 
b) Which one do you think is currently the commonest 
application(s) in Hong Kong? 
c) Which one do you think is the fastest growing and/or of 
greatest potential? Why? 
d) Which areas are now addressed by your company's 
product/service? Why some areas not touch now? How about in 
the future? 
3. What .are the advantages / benefits' of multimedia solution to the 
,custo'mers? Which are the most significant one? 
Vendors' company background, product range, performance ... 
4 . Is your ' company offering a complete mul timedia solution to 
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customer and/or just tools for customers' own development? 
Please briefly describe your company history of involvement in 
mul timedia development · and some typical products / services under 
each category. 
5. What are the hardware & software platforms for using your 
products / . services? A market survey revealed that the 
commonest multimedia platform in Hong Kong is PC + MS-DOS/MS-
Windows. Will this fact affect your product development plan 
and/or positioning? 
6. What ar~ the strength of your product (s) / service (s) ? 
weakness on the other hand? 
Any 
7. A market survey in Hong Kong revealed that most customers heavily 
relied on in-house development of multimedia applications and 
customers encountered difficulty due to lack of technical 
expertise arid artistic design. From this finding, what do you 
think a multimedia supplier should do to help customers? Have 
your company already moving towards this direction? 
8. Where is your target market? How big is it? What is your 
company share in the market? What is the market trend? 
9 . Who are your maj or direct competi tors? Any indirect competitors? 
Is there any market leader? What are the marketing objectives 
and strategies of your company? 
10. Who are your target customers? Name some customers who are using 
/ will use your multimedia product / service. 
Problems Encountered 
11. Research indicated that lack 
commercialization of multimedia. 
company cope with this situation? 
of standard hindered the 
Do you think so? How do your 
12. According to your experience, what problem(s) are encountered in 
marketing / selling the product / service? What barrier(s) may 
occur in implementing a customer proj ect? What role will be 
played by your company in the course of action? 
Business Strategies 
13. Why customers opt for multimedia solution? Why they choose your 
company product(s) / service(s)? How do your product / service 
compare with those of competitors? 
14. How would you price your product(s) / service(s)? Please give an 
indication on the · price range for some of your products / 
services. 
~ Local Multimedia Market Situation 
15 . In your, view point, is there any uniqueness when promoting 
mul timedia in Hong Kong as compared wi th other countries (eg 
State) ? Is local adaptation of the product (s) / service.{s) 
and/or marketing strategy required? 
16. What is your view point on the level of market maturity and 
.customer awareness/acceptance in Hong Kong? 
17. In your view point, what attributes are most essential to the 
success of a multimedia supplier? 
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APPENDIX 11 
HK ECONOMIC AND SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC ENVIRONMENT 
1 . Economy Growth 
In the past few years, Hong Kong economy experienced steady growth 
despite recession in many developed countries, like US and 
Australia. One reason to this success is attributed to the strong 
economic development of the close partner - China. People are 
becoming more wealthy and willing to pay for value-for-money 
solutions. Some extracted figures below serve to visualize the 
actual ",economic trend in Hong Kong: 
a. Gross National Product (GDP) 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
GDP (Percent) 2.8 3.2 4.2 5.3 5.5 
b. Population Income 
The median household income has increased from HK$5,160 in 1986 to 
HK$9,964 in 1991, i.e. a 93.1 percent increase while the cumulative 
effect of CPI(A) over the same period is only 40.9 percent and thus 
household are becoming more wealthy. 
c. Trading in , Computer Equipment and Home Computer Games 
Trade statistics 1990 1991 1992 1993 (HK$' MN) [42] (Jan-Nov) 
Computer16 6,473 7,708 12,115 11,223 (Imports) 
Computer 7,366 8,721 9,749 8,010 (Exports) 
TV (Imports) 6,655 8,622 12,742 12,931 
TV (Exports) 4,893 6,029 8,426 8,618 
Electronics game 803 1,388 1,709 1,682 (Imports) 
Electronics game 693 966 1,690 1,651 (Exports) 
2. Socio-Demographics 
According to statistics published by government, the population is 
ageing ~s indicated by the increase in population median age from 
26 , in 1981 to 31.5 in 1991. The age group 25-34 takes up the 
largest pro~ortion of ,the population, namely 21.4 percent. This age 
16 Computer includes analogue/hybrid data processing machines, digital automatic data processing machines, digital processing 
units, input or output units, storage units, data processing equipment, NES. 
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group is also the most economicaily . active, contributing to 32.5 
percent of the whole economically active population. 
On education, nearly half the population have secondary education 
(45.8 percent), compared with only 43 percent in 1986 and 39.4 
percent in 1981. The portion of population attaining above 
secondary education is also on the increase, 16.2 percent in 1991 
compared with 13.7 percent in 1986 and 10.3 percent in 1981. Of the 
1991 post-secondary population, 36 percent have attained degree 
level education. The main field . of education is business, 
commercial ,and computer studies, which was the main field of 
education in 1986 and the second main field in 1981, just after arts 
and social science. ' 
In 1991, 23.2 percent of ' the working population are managers, 
administrators and professionals. The industry which has been 
growing faster in terms of number of workers employed is financing, 
insurance, real estate and business services sector. The indUstry 
encountered the largest percentage point increase (5.8) in number 
of workers employed. Although manufacturing is still the largest 
employing industry, its share is steadily dropping, confirming the 
shift of Hong Kong from a manufacturing society to a servicing 
society. 
3 . Legal Environment 
There is no specific law tailored for the multimedia technology. 
Vendors are free to enter into the Hong Kong multimedia market and 
their business are guided and protected by existing regulations for 
the computer industry, like copyright and patent laws for 
intellectual ' rights, legislation on information technology for 
computer crime and Banking Ordinance for using computer in auditing 
and reporting in banking industry. 
However, there is a potential threat in the multimedia industry -
software piracy. One interviewed vendor, Asia-CD whose principal 
business is selling CD-ROM titles, has already expressed her concern 
on the potential risk of this subject. Rationale for the concern 
is based on observation from the bitter experience in the extensive 
illegal copying of PC_software a few years ago and the unauthorized 
CD-audio reproduction right now. Hong Kong people is good at 
finding business opportuhity - when there is sufficient demand and 
promising return from the market, illegal reproduction of multimedia 
CD-ROM may occur. 
4. Government Policies and Support 
a. Hong Kong Productivity Council (HKPC) 
HKPC was established by statue in 1967 to promote increased 
producti vi ty of industry in Hong Kong. It produces computer 
software applications and is a zealous participant in the mul timedia 
market. It co-operates with companies to develop multimedia 
applications and markets its products to the public through joint 
venture co~panies. 
b. Educational support 
The government has been installing PCs in schools to assist in the 
schools' administration work since July 1992. By end 1992, 
computers were installed in 350 schools, and staff trained to use 
standard software. The project was completed in end 1993. 
Apart from installing PCs to aid in administration work, a plan for 
an information systems strategy · aimed at making better use of 
information technology to support the school education service was 
formed in ,December 1992 by a group of consultants. 
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5 . Technological Support 
Traditionally, Hong Kong is not versed in developing high 
technology: she has limited governmental support and too few 
institutions devoted to research and development. Restricted market 
influence of Hong Kong in the world wide technology playground is 
also a consideration by vendors when they need to select a standard 
in their product ' development, this clogs the commercialization of 
locally emerged technical standard and breakthrough. , 
Rather, Hong Kong is proud for her advanced telecommunications 
network. She ' is one of the few cities in the world that has a fully 
digitized telecommunications network and supports N-ISDN anywhere 
in the territory. Hong Kong Telecommunications Limited, 
spearheading the local tel'ecommunications market, is moving ahead 
to further extend the network bandwidth by adopting ' the ADSL 
(Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line) technology17 to provide VOD 
(Video, On Demand) service18 and studying feasibility to introduce B-
ISDN (Broad Band Integrated Services Digital Network) and ATM 
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) 19. 
Wharf Cable TV is another provider in Hong Kong who has potential 
to develop an infrastructure to support multimedia applications over 
the network. Its network coverage is expanding and the use of 
coaxial cable to broadcast TV signal to customer premise already 
equip the company with sufficient bandwidth and interactivity that 
are required by many multimedia applications, e.g. home marketing. 
6. Academic effort 
More and more tertiary institutions are offering graduate and post-
graduate course on information, technology, while distance learning 
programmes on such subj ects are also on the increase. More emphasis 
on the technology training is also reflected in the set up of the 
University of Science and Technology and the move to upgrade 
polytechnic to university. Academic societies like, Hong Kong 
Society of Multimedia and Image Computing and Hong Kong Society of 
Computer Science are also promoting the computer and multimedia 
technology in the local market through their participation in 
seminar, exhibition, ~ publication in journals and assistance offered 
to vendors in product development and customer project. 
17 ADSL is a technique that allows the transmission of over 6 M bps data through a pair of ordinary telephone wire (bandwidth 
is sufficient to carry live video traffic). Backward data channel is also available which can be used for returning customer's instruction 
to the originating side. 
18 VOD is a customer controllable, point-to-point, real time remote video play back service. Hong Kong Telecommunications 
will carry out an internal trial implementation mid this year and she has just been awarded a TV license starting from July 1996 for 
migration to the commercial VOD business. 
19 ATM is a way to mix all digital information and transmit them in unifonn cells of fixed length. It is an efficient method t~ 
.. work in high bit rate network, in the range of mega to giga bit per second. Due to the immaturity of this technology and huge capital 
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